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ABSTRACT
A fundamental question for companies is: How to make good deci-
sions with the increasing amount of logged data?. Currently, compa-
nies are doing online tests (e.g. A/B tests) before making decisions.
However, online tests can be expensive because testing inferior
decisions hurt users’ experiences. On the other hand, offline causal
inference analyzes logged data alone to make decisions, but once a
wrong decision is made by the offline causal inference, this wrong
decision will continuously to hurt all users’ experience. In this pa-
per, we unify offline causal inference and online bandit learning to
make the right decision. Our framework is flexible to incorporate
various causal inference methods (e.g. matching, weighting) and
online bandit methods (e.g. UCB, LinUCB). For these novel combi-
nation of algorithms, we derive theoretical bounds on the decision
maker’s “regret” compared to its optimal decision. We also derive
the first regret bound for forest-based online bandit algorithms. Ex-
periments on synthetic data show that our algorithms outperform
methods that use only the logged data or only the online feedbacks.
1 INTRODUCTION
How to make the right decision is the key challenge in many web
applications. For example, recommender systems need to decide
which item to recommend for each user. Sellers in eBay-like E-
commerce systems need to determine the price for their products.
An Internet company that sells in-feeds advertisements (ads.) needs
to decide whether to place an ad. below a video (or below other
contents such as images and texts), as illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1: In-feeds advertisement placement of Instagram
It is common that companies for the above web applications
have some logged data which may assist the decision making, e.g.,
a recommender system has logs of its recommendations and users’
reactions. An Internet company which sells in-feeds advertisements
has logs of advertisement placement and users’ click feedbacks as
shown in Table 1. The question is: can we use these logged data to
make a better decision? To illustrate, consider the following example.
Table 1: Example of logged data of a company selling ads.
action︷           ︸︸           ︷ contexts︷                             ︸︸                             ︷ outcome︷    ︸︸    ︷
User id
Video above
the ad?
Does the user
like videos?
Age · · · Click?
1 no no 30 · · · no (0)
2 yes yes 20 · · · yes (1)
Example 1. There are 10,000 incoming users who will arrive to see
the advertisement. The Internet company needs to decide whether to
place the ad. below a video (or below other contents). The objective is
to attract more clicks from these 10,000 new users, as one click yields
a revenue of $1. The users are categorized into two types: who “like”
or “dislike” videos. For simplicity, suppose with a probability 0.5, each
user likes (or dislike) videos. The true click rates for each type of user,
which are unknown to the company, are summarized in Table 2.
Suppose we have a logged data of 400 users, and half of them like (or
dislike) watching videos. The click rates are summarized in Table 3.
Table 2: Setting - true click rates of each types of users
Expected click rate Like videos Dislike videos
Video above ad. 11% 1%
No video above ad. 14% 4%
Table 3: A summary statistics of logged data of 400 users
Average click rate Like videos Dislike videos
Video above ad. 10% from 150 ads. 2% from 50 ads.
No video above ad. 12% from 50 ads. 4% from 150 ads.
In the logged data (as shown in Table 3), the users who like videos
are more likely to see videos above ad., because they subscribe
to more video producers. Let us start with the following simple
decision strategy for the decision problem described in Example 1.
Strategy 1 (Empirical average of the logged data). The com-
pany uses the empirical average click rates for each action from the
logged data. Then the company selects the action with the higher click
rate for all the incoming 10,000 users in Example 1.
Applying Strategy 1 to the logged data in Table 3, one can compute
the average click rate when the ad. was placed below a video as
(10% × 150 + 2% × 50)/(150 + 50) = 8%.
Similarly, the click rate for the action of not placing the ad. below a
video is 6%. Thus, the Internet company selects the action of placing
the ad. below a video. However, as shown in Table 2, the optimal
action is not to place the ad. below a video for both types of users.
Strategy 1 fails because it ignores users’ preferences to videos in
the comparison. One alternative method to mitigate this issue is to
use the following offline causal inference strategy[29][34].
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Strategy 2 (Offline causal inference). First, compute the average
click rates with respect to each user type (done in Table 3). Second, for
each action, compute the weighted average of these click rates, where
the weight is the number of the users of each type. Finally, select the
action with the higher click rates for all the 10,000 incoming users.
Applying strategy 2 to the logged data in Table 3, the average click
rate for the action of placing the ad. below a video is
10% × (200/400) + 2% × (200/400) = 6%.
Similarly, users’ average click rate for the action of not placing the
ad. below a video is (12%+4%)/2 = 8%. Strategy 2 selects the action
of not placing the ad. below a video, which is optimal in Example 1.
However, the causal inference strategy has a risk of not finding the
optimal action because the logged data is finite (since the logged
data were samples from the population). For example, it is possible
that the company collects the logged data in Table 4. For this logged
data, the causal inference strategy will select the inferior action of
placing the ad. below a video, for all 10,000 incoming users.
Table 4: Another possible logged data of 400 users
Average click rate Like videos Dislike videos
Video above ad. 10% from 150 ads. 4% from 50 ads.
No video above ad. 8% from 50 ads. 4% from 150 ads.
Strategy 2 has a risk of making a wrong decision because the
sample size of logged data is finite and it does not adjust according
to online feedbacks. On the other hand, Strategy 1 fails because
it uses incomplete data which do not have the important aspect
of users’ preferences to videos. One popular way to mitigate these
issues is to use the online A/B test strategy[39].
Strategy 3 (OnlineA/B test). Each of the first 4,000 incoming users
is randomly distributed to group A or B with an equal probability.
Users in group A see a video above the advertisement, while users in
group B do not. Then, the company chooses the action in the group
that has a higher average click rate for the remaining 6,000 users.
The above online A/B test method gradually finds the optimal
action as the number of testing users becomes large. However, this
is achieved at a high cost of testing the inferior action. Around 2,000
(out of 10,000) users will be distributed to the group A that tests
the inferior action with a click rate 6% (instead of the optimal 9%).
Motivated by the above pros and cons of three typical decision
making strategies, we aim to answer the following questions:
(1) How to make decisions when the decision maker has logged data?
(2) Can we design algorithms that make “nearly-optimal” decisions?
To answer these questions, we propose the following strategy:
Strategy 4 (Causal inference + online learning (ours)). Use
the offline causal inference strategy to construct confidence bounds
of click rates for different actions. Then, use the online learning, say
Upper Confidence Bound algorithm[6], to make online decisions.
To illustrate the benefits of strategy 4, consider Example 1 with
the logged data generated according to the same probability dis-
tributions as shown in Table 2. Table 5 presents the company’s
expected revenue under the above four strategies. We call the dif-
ference between the optimal revenue ($900 in this example) and
a strategy’s revenue as the “regret” of the strategy. Table 5 shows
that our strategy has the highest revenue (or the lowest regret).
Table 5: The expected revenue ($) of the four strategies over
10,000 users. The optimal is $900 (with no vidoes above ads)
Strategy Empiricalaverage
Causal
inference
Online
A/B Test Ours
Expected revenue 674.4 847.7 868.8 894.4
Regret to optimal 225.6 52.3 60.1 5.6
In practice, the logged data or the online decision making setting
can be much more complicated than that in Example 1. For example,
there may be some unobserved contexts so the logged data can
not represent the online environment. Such mis-matched logged
data can mislead the decision maker. Furthermore, even when the
logged data are representative samples of the online environment,
it can still mislead the decision maker due to its limited sample size
and the large variation of users’ behaviors. These factors make it
challenging to design a good strategy. Our contributions are:
• A unified framework and novel algorithms.We formu-
late a general online decision making problem with logged
data, where we consider both population-level and individ-
ualized decisions. Then, we provide an algorithmic frame-
work to unify both offline causal inference and online ban-
dit learning. It uses both the logged data and online feed-
backs. We then get novel instantiations of algorithms by
combining various causal inference methods like matching
and weighting[8], as well as various bandit algorithms like
UCB[6] and LinUCB[27]. This unification inspires us to ex-
tend the random-forest algorithm for causal inference to the
“ϵ-greedy causal-forest” online decision algorithm.
• New theorecical regret bounds.We develop a framework
to analyze the regret for algorithms using our framework.
We show how the regret bound decreases as the amount of
logged data increases. When there is no logged data, our
regret bound reduces to that of online bandit algorithms.
When the data amount is sufficiently large (w.r.t. time T ),
our algorithms achieve constant cumulative regrets. In addi-
tion, we derive an asymptotic regret bound for the “ϵ-greedy
causal-forest” algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first regret analysis for a forest-based bandit algorithm.
• Experiments on synthetic datasets. We evaluate our al-
gorithms on synthetic environment. Experiments on both
the synthetic data demonstrate that our algorithms that use
both logged data and online feedbacks achieve the highest
reward for the company. Our experiments show that when
the data do not follow the linear properties, our ϵ-greedy
causal-forest algorithm can still achieve twice the rewards
compared to LinUCB[27].
2 MODEL & PROBLEM FORMULATION
We first present our logged data model. Then we model the online
environment and present its connections to the logged data. Finally
we present the online decision problem which aims to utilize both
the logged data and online feedbacks to minimize the regret.
2.1 The Logged Data Model
We consider a tabular logged dataset (e.g., Table 1), which was col-
lected before the running of online testing algorithms. The logged
dataset has I ∈ N+ data items, denoted by
L ≜ {(ai ,xi ,yi )|i ∈ [−I ]},
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where [−I ] ≜ {−I ,−I + 1, . . . ,−1} and (ai ,xi ,yi ) denotes the ith
recorded data item. Here, we use negative indices to indicate that the
logged data was collected in the past. For example, Table 1 shows
a logged dataset with I = 2 items. In the logged data, ai ∈ [K] ≜
{1, . . . ,K} denotes an action of our interest, where K ∈ N+. The
action in the logged data can be generated according to the users’
natural behaviors or by the company’s interventions. In Table 1, we
haveK = 2, where ai∈{1(yes), 2(no)} indicates whether to place the
ad. below a video. The yi∈Y⊆R denotes the outcome (or reward).
In Table 1, we have Y = {0, 1}, where yi indicates whether a user
clicks the advertisement. Furthermore, xi≜(xi,1, . . . ,xi,d ) ∈ X
denotes the context (or feature)[27], where d ∈ N+ and X ⊆ Rd .
In Table 1, the xi can represent a user’s age, preference to videos,
etc. The context is also called “observed confounders” in the causal
inference literature[8]. We use ui ≜ (ui,1, . . . ,ui, ℓ) ∈ U, where
ℓ ∈ N+ andU ⊆ Rℓ , to model the unobserved confounders. Theui
captures latent or hidden contexts, for example whether a user is
prone to the social influence. We consider the general case that the
contexts in logged data {xi }i ∈[−I ] can be non-random observations,
i.e., may not be generated from a probability distribution.
Now we introduce the underlying probability law of the data
generation process. For the ith user with context xi , let Ai denote
the random variable that generates the action ai . To capture the
uncertainty of the outcome, let the random variable Yi (k) denote
the outcome for the ith user if we had changed the action of the ith
user to k . When k , ai ,Yi (k) is a “potential outcome” in the Rubin’s
causal model[32] that cannot be observed in the logged data. We
have the following two assumptions on potential outcomes, which
are standard assumptions in the causal inference literature[32]. The
first assumption states that the potential outcome of a data item is
independent of the actions of other data items.
Assumption 1 (Stable unit for logged data). One data item’s
potential outcome is independent of the actions of other data items:
P[Yi (k)=y |Ai=ai ,Aj=aj ] = P[Yi (k)=y |Ai=ai ],∀y∈Y, j,i . (1)
The following assumption captures that for each data item, the
potential outcomes are independent of the action given the context.
Assumption 2 (Ignorability). The potential outcomes satisfy
[Yi (1), . . . ,Yi (K)] ⊥ Ai |xi ∀i ∈ [−I ], (2)
which means [Yi (1), . . . ,Yi (K)] are independent of Ai given xi .
The above assumption holds in Example 1 when users’ prefer-
ences of videos are observed. According to Table 2, in each subgroup
of users with the same video preferences, their potential click rates
are fixed and independent of the action we observe.
2.2 Model of the Online Decision Environment
In our online decision model, users arrive sequentially, and the de-
cision maker selects an action from [K] for each user. Formally, we
consider a discrete time system t∈[T ], whereT∈N+ and [T ]≜{1, . . . ,T }.
In each time slot t , one and only one user arrives, and the user is
associated with a context xt ∈X and unobserved confounder ut ∈U.
Then, the decision maker chooses an action at , and observes the
outcome (or reward) yt corresponding to it.
Consider that the confounders (xt ,ut ),∀t∈[T ] are independently
identically generated from a cumulative distribution function
FX ,U (x ,u) ≜ P[X ≤ x ,U ≤ u], (3)
whereX ∈ X andU ∈ U denote two random variables. The distri-
bution FX ,U (x ,u) characterizes the collective distribution of the
confounders over the whole user population. If we marginalize over
u, then the observed confounder xt is independently identically
generated from the marginal distribution FX (x) ≜ P[X ≤ x]. Let
the random variable Yt (k) denote the outcome of taking action k
in time slot t . The following assumption captures that the outcome
Yt (k) in time slot t is independent of the actions of other time slots.
Assumption 3 (Stable unit for online model). The outcome in
a time slot is independent of the actions in other time slots:
P[Yt (k)=y |At=at ,As=as ]=P[Yt (k)=y |At=at ],∀y∈Y, s,t∈[T ].
(4)Furthermore, in the online setting, before the decision maker
chooses the action, the “potential outcomes” [Yt (1), . . . ,Yt (K)] are
determined given the confounders (xt ,ut ). Because the unobserved
confounders ut are i.i.d. in different time slots, the potential out-
comes are independent of how we select the action, given the user’s
context xt . Formally, we have the following property.
Property 1. The outcome for different actions in time slot t satisfies
[Yt (1), . . . ,Yt (K)] ⊥ At |xt ∀t ∈ [T ]. (5)
One can see that Assumption 1 and 2 for the logged data corre-
spond to Assumption 3 and Property 1 for the online decisionmodel.
This way, we can “connect” the logged data with the online decision
enviroment. Figure 2 summarizes our models of logged data and
the online feedbacks. The offline data is orderless because of the
stable unit Assumption 1 where each data samples are independent.
Figure 2: Summary of logged data and online feedbacks
2.3 The Online Decision Problems
The decision maker needs to select an action in each time slot. We
consider the following two kinds of online decision problems based
on whether users with different contexts are treated differently.
• Context-independent decision problem. Consider a com-
pany which makes a uniform decision for all incoming users. For
example, for some user-interface, a uniform design for all users is
preferred because it is easy to use and easy to develop. In causal in-
ference, this context-independent setting corresponds to the estima-
tion of “average treatment effect”[32]. In online learning, this setting
corresponds to the “stochastic multi-armed bandit” problem[24].
When selecting action at , the decision maker can utilize the logged
data L and the feedback history up to time slot t defined by
Ft ≜ {(a1,x1,y1), . . . , (at−1,xt−1,yt−1)}.
Let A(·, ·) denote an online decision algorithm, which outputs an
action given logged data and feedback history. Formally, we have
at=A(L,Ft ). Define the best action as
a∗ = arg max
a∈[K ]
∑T
t=1 E[yt |at=a]. (6)
We define the following context-independent pseudo-regret (abbre-
viated as regret) to measure the performance of algorithm A
R(T ,A) ≜
∑T
t=1
(
E[yt |a∗] − E[yt |at = A(L,Ft )]
)
. (7)
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A lower regret implies that the algorithm A achieves a higher
context-independent reward. The decision maker’s problem is to
find a context-independent algorithm A to minimize its regret.
• Context-dependent decision problem. Consider that a com-
pany can make different decisions for different users. Formally, we
model this by at=Ac (L,Ft ,xt ), where Ac denotes the context-
dependent decision algorithm. Given the context xt , the unknown
optimal reward ismaxa∈[K ] E[yt |a,xt ].Wedefine context-dependent
pseudo-regret (abbreviated as regret) of algorithm Ac as
R(T ,Ac )≜
∑T
t=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[yt |a,xt ]−E[yt |at=Ac (L,Ht ,xt ),xt ]
)
.
Similarly, the decisionmaker’s problem is to find a context-dependent
algorithm Ac to minimize its regret.
3 GENERAL ALGORITHMIC FRAMEWORK
In this section, we develop a general algorithmic framework to
utilize logged data to reduce the regret of online decision algorithms.
We also prove its regret bounds, revealing the impacts of using
logged data on online decision algorithms. We will study several
typical algorithm instances under this framework in later sections.
3.1 The Design of the Algorithmic Framework
Figure 3 depicts the two components of our framework. The “online
bandit oracle” models a general online learning algorithm. The “of-
fline evaluator”models a general algorithm to synthesizes feedbacks
from the logged data for the purpose of “training” the bandit ora-
cle. Algorithm 1 outlines how to coordinate these two components
to make decisions sequentially in T rounds. Each decision round
contains an offline phase and an online phase. In the offline phase
(Line 4 - Line 11), we use an offline evaluator to simulate outcomes
from the logged data so to train the online bandit oracle. Formally,
we first generate a random context according to the c.d.f. FX (·),
and then we call the online bandit oracle and return a synthetic
feedback to the oracle. We repeat such procedure until the offline
evaluator cannot synthesize a feedback for this stage. Then the
algorithm turns into the online phase (Line 12 - Line 14), where we
call the same online bandit oracle to choose the action, and update
it with the feedback of outcomes from the online environment.
Figure 3: Illustration of our algorithmic framework
• Online bandit oracle. An online bandit oracle represents
a general online learning algorithm. We consider a bandit
oracle, which make sequential decisions in T ′ rounds. In
each round t ∈ [T ′], the bandit oracle receives a context
xt , and then“plays” one action at ∈ [K]. Finally, the oracle
“updates” itself with the feedback of the outcome yt w.r.t.
at . The outcome of other actions a , at are not revealed
in round t , as in the multi-armed “bandit” setting[6]. There
Algorithm 1: Algorithmic framework
1 Initialize the offline_evaluator with logged data L
2 Initialize the online_bandit_oracle
3 for t = 1 to T do
// the offline phase
4 while True do
5 x ← context_generator() // based on FX (·)
6 a ← online_bandit_oracle.play(x)
7 y ← offline_evaluator.get_outcome(x ,a)
8 if y , NULL then
9 online_bandit_oracle.update(x ,a,y)
10 else
11 break
// the online phase, t th user comes with xt
12 at ← online_bandit_oracle.play(xt )
13 yt ← the outcome from the online environment
14 online_bandit_oracle.update(xt ,at ,yt )
are many instances of the online bandit oracle, including
UCB[6], EXP3[7], Thompson sampling[2], LinUCB[27] and
our ϵ-greedy causal forest algorithm (in Section 5), etc.
• Offline evaluator. The offline evaluator synthesizes out-
comes as feedbacks using logged data so to “train” the online
learning oracle. Given a context x and an action a, the offline
evaluator searches the logged data and returns a “synthetic
outcome” y. For example, if there is a data item (ai ,xi ,yi )
in L satisfying ai=a,xi=x , then the offline evaluator may
return yi and eliminates (ai ,xi ,yi ) from L. Otherwise it re-
turns NULL. We will introduce more offline evaluators later.
Unifying causal inference and online bandit learning. Both
online bandit algorithms and causal inference algorithms are special
cases of our framework. First, if there are no logged data, then the
offline evaluator cannot synthesize feedbacks andwill always return
“NULL”. In this case, our framework always calls the online bandit
oracle, and reduces to an online bandit algorithm. Second, let’s
consider the case whereT=1. Moreover, we consider a specific A/B
test online learning oracle described as an objective-oriented class
in Class 2. Then, after the offline phase, the estimated outcome y¯a
for action a can be used to estimate the causal effect. In this case,
our framework reduces to a causal inference algorithm.
Class 2: Online Bandit Oracle - A/B test
1 Member variables: the average outcome y¯a of each action
a∈[K], and the number of times na that action a was played.
2 Function play(x):
3 return a with probability 1/K for each a ∈ [K]
4 Function update(x ,a,y):
5 y¯a ← nay¯a/(na + 1), na ← na + 1
3.2 Regret Analysis Framework
We first decompose the regret of our framework Algorithm 1 as
regret of online plays = total regret - regret of virtual plays. (8)
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The intuition is that among all the decisions made by the online
bandit oracle, there are “virtual plays” whose feedbacks are simu-
lated from logged data and “online plays” whose feedbacks are from
online environment. The online bandit oracle cannot distinguish the
“virtual plays” from “online plays”. Thus we can further apply the
theories of the online bandit oracles[6][1] to bound the total regret
for both the “virtual plays” and “online plays”. By subtracting the
regret of the “virtual plays”, we get the regret bounds for the “online
plays”. Following this idea, we obtain the following theorems.
Theorem 1 (general upper bound). Suppose (1) for the online
bandit oracle O, there exists a function д(T ), such that the regret of
only using the online feedbacks R(T ,O)≤д(T ) ∀T ; (2) the offline eval-
uatorM returns unbiased outcomes, i.e. E[M(x ,a)]=E[y |a] for the
context-independent case, or E[M(x ,a)]=E[y |a,x] for the contextual
case. Suppose the offline evaluator returns {y˜j }Nj=1 w.r.t. {(x˜ j ,a˜j )}Nj=1
till time T . Then, for a contextual-independent algorithm A,
R(T ,A) ≤ д(T + N ) −
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a] − E[y |a = a˜j ]
)
.
For a contextual algorithm Ac , we also have a regret bound :
R(T ,Ac ) ≤ д(T + N ) −
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a, x˜ j ] − E[y |a = a˜i , x˜i ]
)
.
Proof. All proofs are in the appendix. □
Note that the term maxa∈[K ] E[y |a]−E[y |a=ai ] we subtract is the
“regret” of the action in the ith logged item compared to the optimal
decision. Theorem 1 states that Algorithm 1 can reduce the regret,
and it quantifies the reduction of regret by using the logged data.
Theorem2 (general lower bound). Suppose for any bandit oracle
O˜, ∃ a non-decreasing functionh(T ), s.t. R(T , O˜)≥h(T ) for ∀T . The of-
fline estimator returns unbiased outcomes {y˜j }Nj=1 w.r.t. {(x˜ j , a˜j )}Nj=1.
Then for any contextual-independent algorithm A˜ we have:
R(T , A˜) ≥ h(T ) −
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a] − E[y |a = a˜j ]
)
.
We also have a regret bound for any contextual algorithm A˜c :
R(T , A˜c ) ≥ h(T ) −
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a, x˜ j ] − E[y |a = a˜j , x˜ j ]
)
.
Theorem 2 states howwe can apply the regret lower bound of online
bandit oracles[12] to derive a regret lower bound with logged data.
When an algorithm’s upper bound meets the lower bound, we get
a nearly optimal algorithm for decision making with logged data.
4 CASE STUDY I: CONTEXT-INDEPENDENT
ONLINE DECISIONS
We apply the framework developed in Section 3 to study the context-
independent decision setting. More specifically, we apply Algo-
rithm 1 to speed up the UCB context-independent online algorithm
with three instances of offline evaluator summarized in Table 6. We
also derive refined regret upper bounds, revealing deeper insights
on the power of logged data in speeding up online learning.
4.1 A Warm Up Case - Exact Matching
Algorithm description. Let us start with the instance A1 that
applies Algorithm 1 to speed up the UCB algorithm with “exact
matching” (i.e., a simple method in causal inference). The online
bandit oracle Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) [6] is described as an
objective-oriented Class 3. In each decision round, the oracle selects
an action with the maximum upper confidence bound defined as
y¯a+β
√
2 ln(n)/na , where y¯a is the average outcome, β is a constant,
and na is the number of times that an action a was played (Line 1).
Table 6: Instances of context-independent algorithms
Instance A1 Instance A2 Instance A3
Offline evaluator Exact matching PS matching IPS weighting
Online oracle UCB UCB UCB
Class 3: Online Bandit Oracle - Upper Confidence Bound
1 Member variables: the average outcome y¯a of each action
a∈[K], and the number of times na that action a was played.
2 Function play(x):
3 return arg maxa∈[K ] y¯a + β
√
2 ln(n)
na // (n=
∑
a∈[K ] na )
4 Function update(x ,a,y):
5 y¯a ← (nay¯a + y)/(na + 1), na ← na + 1
Furthermore, we instantiate the offline evaluator with the “exact
matching”[34] method outlined in Class 4. It searches for a data
item in log L with the exact same context x and action a, and
returns the outcome of that data item. If it cannot find a matched
data item for an action a, then it stops the subsequent matching
process for the action a. The stop of matching is to ensure that the
synthetic feedbacks simulate the online feedbacks correctly.
Class 4: Offline Evaluator - Exact Matching
1 Member variables: Sa∈{False,True} indicates whether we
stop matching for action a, initially Sa←False,∀a∈[K].
2 Function get_outcome(x , a):
3 if Sa = False then
4 I(x ,a) ← {i | xi = x ,ai = a}
5 if I(x ,a) , ∅ then
6 i ← a random sample from I(x ,a)
7 L ← L\{(ai ,xi ,yi )}
8 return yi
9 Sa ← True
10 return NULL
Theorem 3 (Exact matching + UCB). Assumptions 1, 2, 3 hold.
Suppose there are C possible categories of users’ features x1, . . . ,xC .
Denote P̂[xc ] as the fraction of online users whose context is xc , whose
expectation is P[xc ]≜E[̂P[xc ]]. Denotea∗≜ arg maxa˜∈[K ] E[y |a˜],∆a≜E[y |a∗]−E[y |a].
Let N (xc ,a)≜∑i ∈[−I ] 1{xi=x c ,ai=a } be the number of samples with
context xc and action a. Then,
R(T ,A1)≤
∑
a,a∗
©­«1+π
2
3 +
∑
c∈[C ]
max
{
0,8 ln(T+A)
∆2a
P̂[x c ]−min
c˜∈[C ]
N (x c˜,a)P[x c ]
P[x c˜ ]
}ª®¬∆a,
where the constant
A=N−
∑
a,a∗
∑
c∈[C ]
max
{
0, N (x c ,a)−(8 ln(T+N )
∆2a
+1+π
2
3 )P[x
c ]
}
.
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Theorem 3 states how logged data reduces the regret. When there
is no logged data, i.e. N (xc ,a) = 0, the regret bound O(log(T )) is
the same as that of UCB. If the number of logged data N (xc ,a) is
greater than P̂[xc ]8ln(T +A)/∆2a for each context xc and action a,
then the regret is smaller than a constant. In addition, when the
regret ∆a of choosing an action a,a∗ is smaller, we need more
logged data to make the regret close to zero.
We point out that “Historical UCB” (HUCB) algorithm[33] is
a special case of our algorithm A1. Because HUCB ignores the
context, we consider a dummy context x1. Then, we have P̂a [x1]=1
for ∀a∈[K], and our regret bound is similar to that of HUCB.
One limitation of the exact matching evaluator is that when x is
continous or has a high dimension, we can hardly find a sample in
log-data with exactly the same context. To address this limitation,
we next consider the propensity score matching method[34]
4.2 Improving Matching Efficiency via
Propensity Score Matching
We instantiate the offline evaluator of Algorithm 1 with propensity
score matching outlined in Class 5. Together with the UCB oracle
(Class 3), we get algorithm A2. The propensity score pi∈[0, 1] is
the probability of observing the action ai given the context x , i.e.
pi=P[ai |xi ]. For the context-independent case, the Assumption 2
implies the ignorability property given the propensity score[31], i.e.
[Yi (1), . . . ,Yi (K)] ⊥ Ai |pi , where pi = P[Ai = ai |xi ]. (9)
That is why one only needs to match the one-dimensional propen-
sity score instead of all the contexts. In Class 5, we replace the full
context x in Class 4 to the propensity scorep. We use the strategy of
stratification[8], where we round the propensity scores to be their
nearest pivots in set Q and use the rounded values to do matching.
Class 5: Offline Evaluator - Propensity Score Matching
1 Member variables: Sa∈{False,True} indicates whether we
stop matching for action a, initially Sa←False,∀a∈[K]. The
pivot set Q⊂[0, 1] has finite elements
2 Function get_outcome(p,a):
3 if Sa = False then
4 I(p,a) ← {i | stratify(pi ) = stratify(p),ai = a}
5 if I(p,a) , ∅ then
6 i ← a random sample from I(p,a)
7 L ← L\{(ai ,xi ,yi )}
8 return yi
9 Sa ← True
10 return NULL
11 Function stratify(p):
12 return arg minq∈Q |p − q | // use the rounded value
Propensity scores are widely used in offline causal inference[8]
and offline policy evaluation[25][35]. The propensity score can be
recorded by the company’s logger[27]. The propensity score can
also be predicted from the logged data via machine learning[28].
Theorem4 (Propensity scorematching +UCB). Assumptions 1,
2, 3 hold. We consider that the propensity scores are in a finite set
pi∈Q≜{q1, . . . ,qQ } ⊆ [0, 1] for ∀i∈[−I ]. Let N (q,a) be the number
of data items whose propensity score pi=q and action ai=a. Denote
P̂[qc ] as the fraction of online users whose propensity score is qc . Then,
R(T ,A2)≤
∑
a,a∗
©­«1+π
2
3 +
∑
c∈[Q ]
max
{
0,8 ln(T+A)
∆2a
P̂[qc ]−min
c˜∈[Q ]
N (qc˜ ,a)P[qc ]
P[qc˜ ]
}ª®¬∆a,
where P[qc ]≜E[̂P[qc ]] is the probability for propensity score qc , and
A=N−
∑
a,a∗
∑
c∈[Q ]
max
{
0, min
c˜∈[Q ]
N (qc˜ ,a)P[qc ]
P[qc˜ ] −(8
ln(T+N )
∆2a
+1+π
2
3 )P[qc ]
}
.
The regret bound is similar to that of A1 (exact-matching). But
propensity score matching increases the chances to find a matched
data sample since now we only need to find a sample with matched
propensity score, and thus algorithm A2 further reduce the regret.
4.3 Weighting Methods in Our framework
To further demonstrate the applicability of our framework, we now
show how to use weighting methods[35][23] in causal inference.
Inverse propensity score weighting. We use the inverse of the
propensity score 1/p as the weight, and the estimated outcome y¯a is
a weighted average from data (Line 4). The intuition of weighting by
the inverse propensity score is as follows: if an action is applied to
a group A of users more often than other groups of users, then each
sample for group A should have smaller weight so that the total
weights of each group is proportional to its population. In fact, the
IPS weighting estimator is unbiased via importance sampling[32].
Class 6 shows the inverse propensity score weighting evaluator.
We first estimate the outcome y¯a as the weighted average of data
items with action a. Then, we calculate the effective number Na
of logged plays of action a, based on Hoeffding’s inequalities[22].
After such initialization, the offline evaluator will return y¯a w.r.t.
the input action a for ⌊Na⌋ times, and return NULL afterwards.
Class 6: Offline Evaluator - IPS Weighting
1 Member variables: y¯a ,Na (a∈[K]) initialized in __init__(L)
2 Function __init__(L):
3 for a ∈ [K] do
4 y¯a ←
∑
i∈[−I ],ai =a yi /pi∑
i∈[−I ],ai =a 1/pi
and Na ← (
∑
i∈[−I ],ai =a 1/pi )2∑
i∈[−I ],ai =a (1/pi )2
5 Function get_outcome(x ,a):
6 if Na ≥ 1 then
7 Na ← Na − 1
8 return y¯a
9 return NULL
Theorem 5 (Inverse propensity score weighting + UCB). As-
sumptions 1, 2, 3 hold. Suppose the online reward is boundedyt ∈ [0, 1]
∀t∈[T ] and the propensity score is bounded pi≥s¯>0 for ∀i ∈ [I ]. Then
R(T ,A3)≤
∑
a,a∗
∆a
(
max
{
0, 8
ln(T +∑Ka=1 ⌈Na⌉)
∆2a
−⌊Na⌋
}
+(1+π
2
3 )
)
where we recall Na=
(∑
i ∈[−I ] 1pi 1{ai=a }
)2/∑i ∈[−I ] ( 1pi 1{ai=a })2.
Theorem 5 quantifies the impact of the logged data on the regret
of the algorithm A3. Recall that Na is the equivalent number of
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feedbacks for an action a. When there is no logged data, i.e. Na = 0,
the regret bound reduces to the O(logT ) bound of UCB. A larger
Na indicates a lower regret bound (or a higher reduction of regret).
Notice that the number Na depends on the distribution of logged
data items’ propensity scores. In particular, when all the propensity
scores are a constant p˜, i.e. pi=p˜ ∀i , the effective number is the
actual number of plays of action a, i.e. Na=
∑
i ∈[−I ] 1{ai=a } . When
the propensity scores {pi }i ∈[−I ] have a more skewed distribution,
the number Na will be smaller, leading to a larger regret bound.
Discussions. Note that our framework is not limited to the above
three instances. One can replace the online bandit oracle to A/B
testing, ϵ-greedy[24], EXP3[7] or Thompson sampling[2]. One can
do weighting via other methods such as the balanced weighting[23].
One can also use supervised learning[40] or apply techniques such
as “doubly robust”[17] to construct the offline evaluator.
4.4 Dropping the Ignorability Assumption
All the above theorems rely on the ignorability Assumption 2. We
now analyze the algorithms when this assumption does not hold.
To see the impact of dropping Assumption 2, consider Example 1.
But now, the logged data do not record users’ preferences to video.
Then our causal inference Strategy 2 will do the same calculation as
the empirical mean Strategy 1 which selects the wrong action.
Theorem6 (No ignorability). Assumptions 1, 3 hold. For a context-
independent algorithm A using the UCB oracle, suppose the offline
evaluator returns {yj }Nj=1 w.r.t. {(x j ,aj )}Nj=1. The bias of the average
outcome for actiona isδa≜(∑Nj=11{aj=a }yj )/(∑Nj=11{aj=a })−E[y |a].
Denote Na≜
∑N
j=1 1{aj=a } , and recall a
∗ is the optimal action. Then,
R(T , A)≤
∑
a,a∗
∆a
(
16 ln(Na+T )
∆2a
−2Na (1−max{0, δa−δa∗ }
∆a
)+(1+π
2
3 )
)
.
Theorem 6 states the relationship between the bias of the offline
evaluator (i.e. δa ) and the algorithm’s regret. When the ignorability
holds, δa=0 ∀a∈[K] for all the above algorithms A1,A2,A3. In
this case, the bound in Theorem 6 is similar to the previous bounds
in Theorem 3, 4 and 5 except that we raise the constant from 8
to 16. As δa−δa∗ increases, i.e. the offline evaluator has a greater
bias for an inferior action than the bias of the optimal action, then
the regret upper bound increases. In Theorem 6, we also notice
a sufficient condition to reduce the regret upper bound by using
logged data is 1−max{0,δa−δa∗ }/∆a>0, or, δa−δa∗<∆a for ∀a,a∗.
The physical meaning is that when the estimated outcome of the
optimal action is greater than that of other actions, the logged data
help to find the optimal action, and thus reduce the regret.
5 CASE STUDY II: CONTEXTUAL DECISIONS
We apply the framework developed in Section 3 to study the con-
textual decision making problem. More specifically, we apply Algo-
rithm 1 to speed up the LinUCB and causal forest, which represent
a parametric and non-parametric online algorithms respectively.
Table 7 summarizes the algorithm instances in this section.
Table 7: Instances for the contextual-dependent algorithms
Instance A4 Instance A5
Offline evaluator Linear regression Matching on forest
Online bandit oracle LinUCB ϵ-greedy-causal-forest
5.1 Contextual Decision with Linear Reward
We first consider that the outcomes (or rewards) have a linear form:
yt = θ · ϕ(xt ,at ) + ϵ ∀t ∈ [T ], (10)
where ϕ(x ,a) ∈ Rm is anm-dimensional known feature vector. The
θ is an m-dimensional unknown parameter to be learned, and ϵ
is a random noise with E[ϵ]=0. We instantiate Algorithm 1 with
“LinUCB” (Class 7) as the online bandit oracle and “linear regression”
(Class 8) as the offline evaluator, to get an algorithm instance A4.
LinUCB oracle.We use the Linear Upper Confidence Bound (Lin-
UCB) algorithm[27] in Class 7 as the online learning oracle. The
oracle estimates the unknown parameter θˆ based on the feedbacks.
The yˆa≜θˆTϕ(x ,a)+βt
√
ϕ(x ,a)TV −1ϕ(x ,a) is the upper confidence
bound of reward, where {βt }Tt=1 are parameters. The oracle always
plays the action with the highest upper confidence bound.
Class 7: Online Bandit Oracle - LinUCB
1 Member variables: a matrixV (initiallyV is a d ×d matrix), a
d-dimensional vector b (initially b=0 is zero), time t=1 initially
2 Function play(x):
3 θˆ ← V −1b
4 for a ∈ [K] do
5 yˆa ← θˆTϕ(x,a) + βt
√
ϕ(x ,a)TV −1ϕ(x ,a)
6 return arg maxa∈[K ] yˆa
7 Function update(x ,a,y):
8 V ← V + ϕ(x ,a)ϕ(x ,a)T , b ← b + yx , t ← t + 1
Linear regression offline evaluator. Class 8 shows how we use
linear regression to construct the offline evaluator. From the logged
data, we estimate the parameter Vˆ (Line 3), and the parameter θˆ
(Line 4). The offline evaluator always return the estimated outcome
ϕ(x ,a) · θˆ by an linear model. The offline evaluator will stop re-
turning outcomes, when the logged data cannot provide a tighter
confidence bound than that of the online bandit oracle (Line 6 - 9).
Class 8: Offline Evaluator - Linear Regression
1 Member variables: V , Vˆ arem ×m matriices, where V /Vˆ is
for the online/offline confidence bounds. θˆ is the estimated
parameters. The V is a shared with LinUCB oracle.
2 Function __init__(L):
3 Vˆ ← Im +∑Ni=1 ϕ(xi ,ai ) · ϕ(xi ,ai )T ,
// Im is m ×m identity matrix
4 b ← ∑Ni=1 yi · ϕ(xi ,ai ), θˆ ← Vˆ −1b
5 Function get_outcome(x ,a):
6 if | |ϕ(x ,a)| |V+ϕ(xi ,ai )·ϕ(xi ,ai )T > | |ϕ(x ,a)| |Vˆ then
7 V ← V + ϕ(xi ,ai ) · ϕ(xi ,ai )T
8 return ϕ(x ,a) · θˆ
9 return NULL
We now show a regret bound for the problem-dependent case.
Suppose in the specific problem, for any context xt , the difference
of expected rewards between the best and the “second best” actions
is at least ∆min. This is the settings of section 5.2 in the paper[1].
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Theorem7 (Linear regression +LinUCB, problemdependent).
Assumptions 1, 2, 3 hold. In addition, the rewards satisfy the linear
model in (10). Suppose offline evaluator returns a sequence {yi }Ni=1
w.r.t. {(xi ,ai )}Ni=1. LetVN≜
∑
i ∈[N ] xixTi ,L≜maxt ≤T {| |xt | |2}. Then
R(T ,A4) ≤ 8d(1 + 2 ln(T ))
∆min
d log(1 + κ) + 1,
where κ=TL2/λmin(VN ). In particular, when the smallest eigenvalue
λmin(VN )≥(1/2+ ln(T ))TL2, the regret is bounded by 16d2/∆min+1.In Theorem 7 we see for a fixed κ, the regret is log(T ) in T time
slots. Moreover, the above theorem highlights that when the logged
data contains enough information, so that λmin(VN ) is greater than
(1/2 + ln(T ))T , the regret can be upper bounded by a constant.
5.2 Forest-based Online Decision Making
We now introduce the (non-parametric) forest-based algorithms for
the contextual decision problem with logged data. We first propose
an online bandit oracle based on the causal forest estimator which
was proved to be unbiased and asymptotically normal[37][4].
ϵ-greedy causal forest oracle. A causal forest CF is a set of B
decision trees. Each context x belongs to a leaf Lb (x) in the tree
b ∈ [B]. Given a set of data D={(xi ,ai ,yi )}Di=1, we can use a tree
b to estimate the outcome of a context x and an action a as
Lˆb (x ,a) ≜
∑
i ∈[D] 1{Lb (xi )=Lb (x )}1{ai=a }yi∑
i ∈[D] 1{Lb (xi )=Lb (x )}1{ai=a }
. (11)
Class 9 describes the ϵ-greedy causal forest algorithm. For a con-
text x , the algorithm first estimates the outcome as the average in
all trees (Line 4). Then, with probability 1−ϵt in time t , the algo-
rithm chooses the action with the largest estimated outcome. With
probability ϵt , the algorithm randomly selects an action in order to
explore its outcome. The parameter ϵt decreases and converges to 0
as t→+∞. The oracle will update the dataD upon receiving a feed-
back (Line 7). It will also update the forest CF using the training
algorithm train_causal_forest in the papers[37][4] (Line 8).
Class 9: Online Bandit Oracle - ϵ -Greedy Causal Forest
1 Member variables: the causal forest CF of B trees, data D
with initial value ∅, t with initial value 1
2 Function play(x):
3 for a ∈ [K] do
4 yˆa ← 1B
∑
b ∈[B] Lˆb (x ,a)
5 at←
{
arg maxa∈[K ] yˆa with prob. 1 − ϵt ,
a random action in [K] with prob. ϵt .
6 Function update(x ,a,y):
7 D ← D ∪ {(x ,a,y)} and t ← t + 1
8 CF ← train_causal_forest(D)
Theorem8 (ϵ-greedy-causal-forest, asymptotic). Assumptions 1,
2, 3 hold. The logged data satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 in
paper[37]. In particular, the tree-predictors are α-regular, i.e. “each
split leaves at least a fraction α≤0.5 of the available training exam-
ples on each side.” When the exploration probability ϵt=t−1/2(1−β ),
with no logged data, the asymptotic regret (for any small ξ>0)
limT→+∞ R(T ,A5)/T (2+ξ )/(3−β ) < +∞
where β=1− 2A2+3A andA= πd
log((1−α )−1)
log(α−1) . Hence limT→+∞R(T ,A5)/T=0.
Theorem 8 states that our ϵ-greedy causal forest algorithm achieves
an online regret sub-linear to T . Note that the causal forest can be
biased. We see by appropriate choices of the exploration rate ϵt , the
above algorithm balances both the bias-variance tradeoff and the
exploration-exploitation tradeoffs. We see that the lower bound of β
increases as α decreases (or as dimensionsd increases). The physical
meaning is that if users’ context vectors are distributed uniformly
in the feature space (when α=0.5), then the asymptotic regret upper
bound T βmin reaches the minimal where βmin is 1−(1+d/π )−1.
Matching-on-forest offline evaluator. Class 10 describes the
matching-on-forest offline evaluator. The idea is to find a weighted
“nearest neighbor” in the logged data for the context-action pair
(x ,a) according to the decision trees. On a decision tree b∈[B], the
“nearest neighbors” of (x ,a) is the data samples that are in the same
leaf Lb (x) and have the same action a. On other decision trees, (x ,a)
will have other “nearest neighbors”. Therefore, we randomly pick
one of the B trees (Line 3), and return one of its “nearest neighbors”
on this tree (Line 4-6). If a data sample belongs to the nearest
neighbors of more trees, then it will be returned more often.
Class 10: Offline Evaluator - Matching on Forest
1 Input: a causal forest CF with leaf functions {Lb }Bb=1
2 Function get_outcome(x ,a):
3 b ← a uniformly random number in [B]
4 I ← {i | Lb (xi ) = Lb (x),ai = a}
5 if I , ∅ then
6 i ← a random sample from I
7 L ← L\{(ai ,xi ,yi )}
8 return yi
9 return NULL
6 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate our algorithms on both synthetic data.
We compare the performance of three variants of our algorithm A:
(1) online bandit algorithm that only uses online feedbacksAon; (2)
offline causal inference algorithm that only uses offline logged data
Aoff; (3) the full algorithm A that use both data sources. We focus
on demonstrating the benefits of unifying offline causal inference
and online bandit algorithms. We do not intend to compare the
performances of different offline evaluators or online algorithms
and they are by no means exhaustive.
6.1 Synthetic data
Data generating process. We first generate a user’s context x
according to a d-dimensional uniform distribution. Second, we sam-
ple the propensity score p from Q={0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}. Third, we
generate the action a∈{0, 1} according to the propensity score, i.e.
P[a = 0|x]=p. Fourth, we generate the outcome according to a func-
tion y=f (x ,a). For the contextual-independent cases, the expected
reward for an action a is E[y |a]=Ex [f (x ,a)|a] by marginalizing
over x . Detailed settings can be found in our technical report[3].
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Figure 4: Regret of A1
(exact matching + UCB)
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Figure 5: Regret ofA2 (propen-
sity score matching + UCB)
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Figure 6: Regret of A3 (IPS
weighting + UCB)
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Figure 7: Regret ofA4 (linear
regr. + LinUCB), linear f
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Figure 8: Regret of A4
(LinUCB), non-linear f˜
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Figure 9: Regret of A5 (ϵ-greedy
causal forest), non-linear f˜
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Figure 10: The impact of the bias and the number of
logged samples on the total regrets in 500 rounds, forA3
Evaluating all algorithms.Wefirst evaluate context-independent
algorithms, where we have 50 logged data points and 1000 online
rounds. There are two actions with exptected rewards 0 and 0.5.
We run each algorithm 200 times to get the average regret. Figure 4
shows the cummulative regrets of three variants of algorithm A1
that uses exact matching. First, we see the “only_offline” variant
Aoff1 has the highest total regret, and the regret increases linearly
in time. This is because if we only use the logged data and make a
bad decision, the bad decsion will persist and in the long run yields
a high regret. Second, we observe our “offline_online” variant A1
is always better than the “only_online” Aon1 . This is because using
logged data to warm-start reduces the cost of online exploration,
as proven by Theorem 3 in Section 4. Third, we notice that when
t<200, the “offline_online” variant A1 has a slightly higher regret
than that of “only_offline” Aoff1 . This is because A1 will initially
“explore” the inferior actions. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the re-
grets for three variants of A2 (propensity matching) and A3 (IPS
weighting) respectively. We have similar observations. But the re-
gret reduction w.r.t. online bandit algorithm R(Aon2 ,T )−R(A2,T )
(orR(Aon3 ,T )−R(A3,T )) is greater thanR(Aon1 ,T )−R(A1,T ) ofA1.
This is because through propensity score matching or weighting,
the algorithm can match more data points and therefore reduce
more regret, as indicated by Theorems 4 and 5 in Section 4.
We now investigate the contextual decision case. We evalu-
ate three variants of A4 in Figure 7. The outcome function y =
f (x ,a) = θ ·ϕ(x ,a) is linear which is parameterized by θ , whereϕ is
a known function. We have similar observations with the context-
independent case. First, the regret of the “only_offline” variant
Aoff4 increases linearly in time. Second, the regret of “only_online”Aon4 algorithm (i.e. LinUCB) stops increasing after the conver-
gence. Third, the “offline_online” A4 has the lowest regret which
is near zero. Notice that the regret of A4 is lower than that of
Aon4 because it uses the logged data to save the cost of online ex-
ploration. In Figure 8, we evaluate A4 over a non-linear function
f˜ (x ,a)≜(∑dj=1 1{ϕj (x ,a)≥θ j })/d + 0.51{a=1} . We see all variants
of A4 perform badly, and the regrets increase linearly in t . This
is because the linear model is inherently biased as the linearity
does not hold. In contrast, in Figure 9 we see when we use the
non-parametric ϵ-greedy causal forest, i.e. A5, we can reduce the
regrets of A4 by over 75% (from around 40 to less than 10).
Impact of the quantity and quality of logged data. In the ideal
case, in terms of quantity we have a sufficiently large number of
data for each action, and in terms of quality the data records all the
confounding factors. In reality, these conditions may not hold.
In Figure 10, we investigate the impacts of both the quantity
and quality of data, where we focus on the context-indepedent
algorithm A3. Recall that the expected rewards for the two actions
are 0 and 0.5. Now, in the logged data we add a bias to the first
action, and its expected reward becomes “0+bias”. We observe that
when the bias is 0 or 0.3, the “offline_online” variant A3 has the
lowest regret. This is because with small bias, the logged data is
still informative to select the better action. However, when the bias
is as large as 0.9, the “only_online” variant (i.e. UCB) achieves the
lowest regret, because the offline estimations are misleading. The
impact of the number of logged samples depends on the bias. In
the case of zero bias (the left figure), if we have a large number of
logged samples (e.g. 100), then the algorithms A3 and Aoff3 have
low regrets because they use logged data. But when logged data
has high bias (the right figure), more logged samples result in a
higher regret for algorithms A3 and Aoff3 that use the logged data.
Lessons learned. Our “offline_online” algorithm that uses both
the logged data and online feedbacks achieves the lowest regret.
Using propensity scores can reduce the regret compared to the
exact matching. When the data generating process does not satisfy
the linear relationship, the LinUCB algorithm has a high regret, but
ϵ-greedy causal-forest algorithm can reduce the regret.
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7 RELATEDWORKS
Offline causal inference[32][34][29] focuses on the counterfactual
reasoning question “what will the outcome be if we had done an-
other action before?” Pearl formulated a Structural Causal Model
(SCM) framework to model and infer causal effects[29]. Rubin pro-
posed another Potential Outcome (PO) framework[32]. Matching
[28][34] and weighting [8][23][21] are important techniques that
deal with the imblalance of action’s distributions in offline data.
Other important techniques include “doubly robust”[17] that com-
bines regression and causal inference, and “differences-in-differences”
[10] that uses data with timestamps. Many previous works consid-
ered the average treatment effect on the entire population. Recently,
several works studied the individualized treatment effects[37][4].
For applications, people were re-thinking the recommendation
problem as a causal inference problem[38]. Bottou et al.[11] applied
causal inference to computational advertising. Offline policy evalua-
tion is closely related to offline causal inference. It considers the per-
formance of a policy that generates actions given contexts[35][25].
We also use offline policy evaluation to evaluate the performances of
contextual bandit algorithms[26]. Our paper differs from the above
works in that we consider the sequential online decisions after the
offline causal inference. In particular, all the above algorithms can
be seen as special cases in our algorithmic framework.
The multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem considers a reward-
maximizing player who sequencially makes decisions and receives
rewards as feedbacks. There is a tradeoff between “exploiting the
empirically optimal decision” and “exploraing other potentially
optimal decisions”[5]. From a frequentist’s view, people proposed
the UCB algorithm that chooses the arm with the highest upper
confidence bound[6], and parametric variants such as LinUCB[14].
EXP3 algorithm[7] deals with the non-stochastic enviroment. For
the contextual bandit problem, LinUCB algorithm was proved a
O(√T log(T )) regret bound[13][1] and could be applied to news ar-
ticle recommendation[27]. From a Bayesian’s view, Thompson sam-
pling is proved to be optimal[2] on the stochasticMAB problem. Van
Roy et al. gave information theoretic analysis on Thompson sam-
pling for the general cases[16]. A/B testing[39] is another method to
deal with exploration-exploitation tradeoff. The multi-armed multi-
stage testing borrowed ideas from the MAB algorithms[36]. The
Thompson sampling causal forest[15] and random-forest bandit[18]
were non-parametric contextual bandit algorithms, but these works
did not provide theoretic regret bound. The paper[20] proposed a
non-parametric online bandit algorithm using k-Nearest-Neighbor.
Our causal-forest based algorithm can improve their bounds in a
high-dimensional setting. Our paper differs from the above online
bandit algorithms in that we use the logged data to provide a warm-
start of these online algorithms, and we derive regret bounds. In
addition, we propose one novel contextual bandit algorithm, i.e.
ϵ-greedy causal forest, and theoretically analyze its regret.
Several works aimed at using logged data to help online decision
making. The historical UCB algorithm[33] was a special case of
our algorithmic framework while they ignored users’ contexts. As
shown by Example 1, ignoring contexts can result in misleading
initialization of online algorithms. Authors in [9][19] combined
the observational data, experimental data and conterfactual data,
to solve the MAB problem with unobserved confounders. They
considered a different problem of maximazing the “intent-specific
reward”, and they did not analyze the regret bound. A recent work
studied how to robustly combine supervised learning and online
learning[40], and proposed an adaptive weighting algorithm. Su-
pervised learning (curve fitting) discovers correlation instead of
causation[30], and the predictions are biased when online data’s
distribution is different from logged data. Their work focused on cor-
recting the bias of supervised learning via online feedbacks, while
our paper uses causal inference methods to unbiasedly initialize
online algorithms provided that we observe enough confounders.
8 CONCLUSIONS & FUTUREWORKS
This paper studies the problem of how to use the logged data to
make better online decisions. We unify the offline causal infer-
ence algorithms and online bandit learning algorithms into a single
framework, and consider both context-independent and contextual
decisions. We introduce five instances of algorithms that incor-
porate well-known causal inference methods including matching,
weighting, causal forest, and well-known bandit algorithms in-
cluding UCB and LinUCB. We also propose a new analytical frame-
work. Following this framework, we theoretically analyze the regret
bounds for all the algorithmic instances. Experiments on synthetic
data validate these theoretical findings. The analysis and exper-
iments show that our algorithms that use both logged data and
online feedbacks outperform algorithms that only use one data
source. We also show how the quality and quantity of logged data
impact the benefits of using logged data.
This paper connects the works of offline causal inference and
online bandit learning. Our framework alleviates the cold-start prob-
lem of online learning, and implies possibility to design new online
algorithms. For example, borrowing the causal-forest in causal in-
ference, we propose the “ϵ-greedy causal-forest” contextual bandit
algorithm and theoretically analyze its regret bound. Experiments
show that when linearity property does not hold, our ϵ-greedy
causal-forest algorithm still significantly outperforms the conven-
tional LinUCB algorithm. Our framework can be applied to all
previous applications of offline causal inference and online bandit
learning, such as log-assisted online testing system (e.g. A/B tests),
recommendation systems[38][27] and online advertising[11].
This work is an initial step towards data driven (online) deci-
sions. We leave the relaxations of our assumptions in future works.
First, when the ignorability assumption does not hold, how many
logged data samples should we use to make better online decisions?
Second, when the stable unit assumption does not hold, there are
two important cases: (1) the system has state transitions driven
by the actions of the decision maker – this lead to the problem of
using causal inference to warm-start reinforcement learning; (2)
the system has periodic changes (e.g. changes between day and
night) – this requires the online oracle to handle periodic changes.
Appendix
Our appendix consists the proofs of the theorems. For easy ref-
erences, we copy the theorem statements here.
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A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS ON THE
REGRET
We first give a general analytical framework for the problem. We
then analyze the regret upper bound of the five instantiations of
algorithms.
A.1 General analytical framework
Theorem 1 (general upper bound). Suppose (1) for the online
bandit oracle O, there exists a function д(T ), such that the regret of
only using the online feedbacks R(T ,O)≤д(T ) ∀T ; (2) the offline eval-
uatorM returns unbiased outcomes, i.e. E[M(x ,a)]=E[y |a] for the
context-independent case, or E[M(x ,a)]=E[y |a,x] for the contextual
case 1. Suppose the offline evaluator returns {y˜j }Nj=1 w.r.t. {(x˜ j ,a˜j )}Nj=1
till time T . Then, for a contextual-independent algorithm A,
R(T ,A) ≤ д(T + N ) −
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a] − E[y |a = a˜j ]
)
.
For a contextual algorithm Ac , we also have a regret bound :
R(T ,Ac ) ≤ д(T + N ) −
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a, x˜ j ] − E[y |a = a˜i , x˜i ]
)
.
Proof. The proof follows the idea described in Section 3.2. Online
learning oracle is called for N +T times, including N times with
synthetic feedbacks and T times with real feedbacks. Denote the
total pseudo-regret in these N +T time slots as R(O,N +T ). Because
the condition (2) ensures that our offline evaluator returns unbiased
i.i.d. samples in different time slots, the online bandit oracle cannot
distinguish these offline samples from online samples (note that
the regret upper bound do not need to rely on higher moments).
Then according to the regret bound of the online learning oracle,
we have
R(O,N +T ) ≤ д(N +T ). (12)
Moreover, we could decompose the total regret of the online learn-
ing oracle as
R(O,N +T ) =
N∑
j=1
( max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a] − E[y |a = a˜j ]) + R(A,T ) (13)
On the right hand side, the first term
∑N
j=1(maxa∈[K ] E[y |a] −
E[y |a = a˜j ]) is the cummulative regret of the bandit oracle in
the offline phase, and the second term R(A,T ) is the cumulative
regret in the online phase. Combining (12) and (13), we get
R(A,T ) ≤ д(N +T ) −
N∑
j=1
(E[y |a∗] − E[y |a˜i ]),
which concludes our proof for the context-independent case. For
the contextual case, the proof is similar and we only need to replace
E[y |a] with E[y |a,x]. □
Corollary 1. Conditions in Theorem 1 holds. Suppose the offline
evaluator returns {y˜j }Nj=1 w.r.t. {(x˜ j ,a˜j )}Nj=1 till time T If an online
bandit oracle satisfies the “no-regret” property, i.e. limT→∞ д(T )/T=0
(and д is concave), then the difference of regret bounds (before and
after using offline data) has the following limit for large T :
lim
T→+∞д(T ) − R(T ,A) ≥
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a] − E[y |a = a˜j ]
)
,
1Some bandit algorithm (e.g. UCB) will assume that the reward is bounded or follow cer-
tain distribution like sub-Gaussian. These assumptions also hold for the offline samples,
since we consider that the offline samples can represent the online environment.
for context-independent algorithm A. For contextual algorithm Ac ,
lim
T→+∞д(T ) − R(T ,Ac ) ≥
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a, x˜ j ] − E[y |a=a˜j , x˜ j ]
)
.
Proof. Based on Theorem 1, we only need to show limT→+∞ д(N+
T ) − д(T ) = 0. Before we start our proof, we want to point out that
regret bounds of many bandit algorithms have “no-regret” property.
For example, the regret bound д(T ) for UCB is proportional to
log(T ), the regret bound д(T ) for EXP3 is proportional to √T . These
functions w.r.t. T are sub-linear and concave. These functions are
concave because as the oracle receives more online feedbacks, it
makes better decisions and thus has less regret per time slot. For
the concave function, д(N+T )−д(T )N is decreasing in T . We claim
that limT→+∞ д(N+T )−д(T )N = 0. Otherwise, there will be a l > 0,
such that д(N+T )−д(T )N ≥ l , for T ≥ T0 where T0 is a constant. It
means that gradient of д(T ) is larger than l when T is large. Then,
limT→+∞ д(T )/T ≥ l which contradicts to the “no-regret” property.
Then, N × limT→+∞ д(N+T )−д(T )N = N × 0 = 0. Now, we have
lim
T→+∞д(T ) − R(T ,A)
= lim
T→+∞ (д(T ) − д(N +T )) + limT→+∞ (д(N +T ) − R(T ,A))
≥0 +
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a] − E[y |a = a˜j ]
)
,
which completes our proof for the context-independent case. For
the contextual case, the proof is similar and we only need to replace
E[y |a] with E[y |a,x]. □
Theorem 2 (general lower bound). Suppose for any online ban-
dit oracle O˜, there exists a non-decreasing function h(T ), such that
R(T , O˜) ≥ h(T ) for ∀T , where h(T ) is the regret lower bound for all
possible algorithms. The offline estimator returns unbiased outcomes
{y˜j }Nj=1 w.r.t. {(x˜ j , a˜j )}Nj=1. Then for any contextual-independent al-
gorithm A˜ we have:
R(T , A˜) ≥ h(T ) −
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a] − E[y |a = a˜j ]
)
.
We also have a regret bound for any contextual algorithm A˜c :
R(T , A˜c ) ≥ h(T ) −
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a, x˜ j ] − E[y |a = a˜j , x˜ j ]
)
.
Proof. After decomposing the total regret to the offline phase and
online phase, we have for any bandit oracle O˜
R(T ,A) = R(T + N , O˜) −
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a] − E[y |a = a˜j ]
)
≥ h(T + N ) −
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a] − E[y |a = a˜j ]
)
. (14)
Next, for a non-decreasing function h(·) we have
h(T + N ) ≥ h(T ). (15)
Combining (14) and (15), we have
R(T ,A) ≥ h(T ) −
∑N
j=1
(
max
a∈[K ]
E[y |a] − E[y |a = a˜j ]
)
which concludes our proof for the unbiased estimators. For the
contextual case, the proof is similar and we only need to replace
E[y |a] with E[y |a,x]. □
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A.2 Regret bounds for the context-independent
algorithms
Theorem 3 (Exact matching + UCB). Assumptions 1, 2, 3 hold.
Suppose there are C possible categories of users’ features x1, . . . ,xC .
Denote P̂[xc ] as the fraction of online users whose context is xc , whose
expectation is P[xc ]≜E[̂P[xc ]]. Denotea∗≜ arg maxa˜∈[K ] E[y |a˜],∆a≜E[y |a∗]−E[y |a].
Let N (xc ,a)≜∑i ∈[−I ] 1{xi=x c ,ai=a } be the number of samples with
context xc and action a. Then,
R(T ,A1)≤
∑
a,a∗
©­«1+π
2
3 +
∑
c∈[C ]
max
{
0,8 ln(T+A)
∆2a
P̂[x c ]−min
c˜∈[C ]
N (x c˜,a)P[x c ]
P[x c˜ ]
}ª®¬∆a,
where the constant
A=N−
∑
a,a∗
∑
c∈[C ]
max
{
0, N (x c ,a)−(8 ln(T+N )
∆2a
+1+π
2
3 )P[x
c ]
}
.
Proof of Theorem 3. The idea of the proof is similar to that for
the general bounds and Appendix A.1. According to Assumption 2
(ignorability), the exact-matching offline evaluator returns unbiased
outcomes. Since all the decisions are made by the online learning
oracle, we can apply the regret bound of the UCB algorithm, and
minus the regrets of virtual plays for the samples returned by the
exact matching evaluator. Suppose λa is the expected number of
rounds that the ath arm is pulled by the online learning oracle
which is a random number. LetMa be the number of times that the
offline evaluator returns the ath arm. Then, the expected regret
R(A1,T ) =
∑
a∈[K ]
E[(λa −Ma )]∆a . (16)
Now, we count the number of times Ma that an action a is
matched by the exact matching offline evaluator. DenoteM(xc ,a)
as the number of times (xc ,a) is matched by the offline evalu-
ator, hence
∑
c ∈[C]M(xc ,a) = Ma . We consider the following
two cases: (1) the matching process does not terminate at T . In
this case the expected number E[Ma ] = λa P̂, because the con-
text and action are generated independently. (2) the matching
process terminates before T . In this case, we run out of the sam-
ples with (x c˜ ,a). Suppose the unmatched context is x c˜ , then the
expected number of matched sample for some other context x c˜
is N (x c˜ ,a)P[x c ]
P[x c˜ ] . Consider the worst case over all contexts, then
M(xc ,a) ≥ minc˜ ∈[C] N (x c˜ ,a)P[x
c ]
P[x c˜ ] . Note that when c˜ = c ,
N (x c˜ ,a)P[x c ]
P[x c˜ ] =
N (x c˜). Combining the counts ofMa in these two cases, we have
E[Ma ] ≥
∑
c ∈[C]
min
{
min
c˜ ∈[C]
N (x c˜ ,a)P[xc ]
P[x c˜ ] , λa P̂[x
c ]
}
. (17)
Combine (16) and (17), and we decompose λa =
∑
c ∈[C] P̂[xc ],
then
R(A1,T )≤
∑
a∈[K ]
©­«
∑
c ∈[C]
E
[
max{λa P̂[xc ]− min
c˜ ∈[C]
N (x c˜ ,a)P[xc ]
P[x c˜ ] , 0}
]ª®¬∆a
We have the following equality:
max{λa P̂[xc ] − min
c˜ ∈[C]
N (x c˜ ,a)P[xc ]
P[x c˜ ] , 0}
=max{la P̂[xc ] + (λa − la )̂P[xc ] − min
c˜ ∈[C]
N (x c˜ ,a)P[xc ]
P[x c˜ ] , 0}
=max{la P̂[xc ] − min
c˜ ∈[C]
N (x c˜ ,a)P[xc ]
P[x c˜ ] , 0} + (λa − la )̂P[x
c ]
We define
la = ⌈(8 ln(T + E[
∑
a∈[K ]
Ma ]))/∆2a⌉ . (18)
Then, la ≥ E[⌈E[8 ln(T +∑a∈[K ]Ma )]⌉] because ln(·) is a convex
function (according to Jensen’s inequality). According Assumption
1 and 3 (stable unit), we can apply the results in paper of Auer et
al.[6] and E[λa − la ] ≤ 1 + π 23 for some sub-optimal action a , a∗.
Therefore, we have
R(A1,T ) ≤
∑
a∈[K ]
(
(1 + π
2
3 )+
∑
c ∈[C]
max{la P̂[xc ] − min
c˜ ∈[C]
N (x c˜ ,a)P[xc ]
P[x c˜ ] , 0}
ª®¬∆a (19)
To get an upper bound for la , we now give an upper bound for the
expected number of samples that are matched, i.e. E[∑a∈[K ]Ma ].
Recall that we denote the number of matched samples with context
xc and arm j as M(xc ,a). Then, E[M(xc ,a)] ≤ N (xc ,a) because
it cannot exceed the number of data samples. Also, E[M(xc ,a)] ≤
E[λa ]P[xc ] because the expected number of matched samples can-
not exceed the expected number of times the action is selected.
Therefore, E[M(xc ,a)] ≤ max{N (xc ,a), λaP[xc ]}. Then, we have
E[
∑
a∈[K ]
Ma ] ≤
∑
c ∈[C]
∑
a∈[K ]
min{N (xc ,a), λaP[xc ]}
= −
∑
c ∈[C]
∑
a∈[K ]
max{−N (xc ,a),−λaP[xc ]}
=
C∑
c=1
K∑
a=1
N (xc ,a)−
C∑
c=1
K∑
a=1
max
{
N (xc ,a)−N (xc ,a),N (xc ,a)−E[λa ]P[xc ]
}
=N −
∑
c ∈[C]
∑
a∈[K ]
max{0,N (xc ,a) − E[λa ]P[xc ]}
≤N −
∑
c ∈[C]
∑
a∈[K ]
max{0,N (xc ,a) − (8 ln(T + N )
∆2a
+ 1 + π
2
3 )P[x
c ]}.
(20)
The last equation is because E[λa ] ≤ 8 ln(T+N )∆2a + 1 +
π 2
3 according
to paper[6].
Plug-in (18) and (20) to (19), then we have the upper bound
claimed by our Theorem. □
Theorem4 (Propensity scorematching +UCB). Assumptions 1,
2, 3 hold. We consider that the propensity scores are in a finite set
pi∈Q≜{q1, . . . ,qQ } ⊆ [0, 1] for ∀i∈[−I ]. Let N (q,a) be the number
of data items whose propensity score pi=q and action ai=a. Denote
P̂[qc ] as the fraction of online users whose propensity score is qc . Then,
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R(T ,A2)≤
∑
a,a∗
©­«1+π
2
3 +
∑
c∈[Q ]
max
{
0,8 ln(T+A)
∆2a
P̂[qc ]−min
c˜∈[Q ]
N (qc˜ ,a)P[qc ]
P[qc˜ ]
}ª®¬∆a,
where P[qc ]≜E[̂P[qc ]] is the probability for propensity score qc , and
A=N−
∑
a,a∗
∑
c∈[Q ]
max
{
0, min
c˜∈[Q ]
N (qc˜ ,a)P[qc ]
P[qc˜ ] −(8
ln(T+N )
∆2a
+1+π
2
3 )P[qc ]
}
.
Proof. The proof is similar from the proof of exact matching. The
only difference is that for propensity score matching, the features
to be matched contain only the propensity score.
First, we will show that by matching the propensity score, the
expected reward in each round for each arm is not changed.
The expected reward when we choose action a is
E[y |a] =
∑
x ∈X
P[x]E[y |a,x],
whereE[y |a,x] is the expected rewardwhen the context isx and the
action is a. We then consider the expected reward when we use the
propensity score matching strategy. Let us denote the propensity
score of choosing an action a˜ under context x˜ as
p(x˜ , a˜) = P[a = a˜ |x = x˜].
The expected reward of choosing an action a˜ is∑
x ∈X
P[x]E[y |p=p(x , a˜),a=a˜]
=
∑
c ∈[Q ]
∑
x ∈X
P[x]1{p(x ,i)=pc }E[y |p=pc ,a=a˜].
and we have
E[y |p=pc ,a=a˜]=
∑
x ∈X E[y |x , a˜] × P[x]1{p(x , a˜)=pc }pc∑
x ∈X P[x] × 1{p(x , a˜)=pc }pc
=
∑
x ∈X E[y |x , a˜] × P[x]1{p(x , a˜)=pc }∑
x ∈X P[x] × 1{p(x , a˜)=pc }
Therefore, we have∑
x ∈X
P[x]E[y |p=p(x , a˜),a=a˜]
=
∑
c ∈[Q ]
∑
x ∈X
P[x]1{p(x , a˜)=pc }
∑
x ∈X p(x , a˜)P[x]1{p(x , a˜)=pc }∑
x ∈X P[x]1{p(x , a˜)=pc }
=
∑
c ∈[Q ]
∑
x ∈X
p(x , a˜)P[x]1{p(x , a˜)=pc } =
∑
x ∈X
p(x , a˜)P[x] = E[y |a˜].
The last but one equation is from our assumption that all the
propensity scores are belong to a finite set {p1, . . . ,pQ }, and thus∑
c ∈[Q ] 1{p(x , a˜)=pc } = 1 (namely, the propensity score belongs to
some value in the set).
Hence, our propensity score matchingmethod yields an unbiased
estimation of E[y |a˜] for any action a˜.
With such unbiasedness property, the remaining is the same
as the last theorem, except that the contexts x are changed to the
propensity score p. □
The propensity score matching algorithm can improve the prob-
ability for the historical data points to be matched, compared to the
regret bound for the exact matching algorithm.
Theorem 5 (Inverse propensity score weighting + UCB). As-
sumptions 1, 2, 3 hold. Suppose the online reward is boundedyt ∈ [0, 1]
∀t∈[T ] and the propensity score is bounded pi≥s¯>0 for ∀i ∈ [I ]. Then
R(T ,A3)≤
∑
a,a∗
∆a
(
max
{
0, 8
ln(T +∑Ka=1 ⌈Na⌉)
∆2a
−⌊Na⌋
}
+(1+π
2
3 )
)
where we recall Na=
(∑
i ∈[−I ] 1pi 1{ai=a }
)2/∑i ∈[−I ] ( 1pi 1{ai=a })2.
Proof. The proof follows the same idea as previous ones. We will
first show that the estimation relying on the offline data is unbiased.
Second, we use a weighted Chernoff bound to show the effective
number of logged samples in terms of the confidence bound.
Many previous works have shown the inverse propensity weight-
ing method provides an unbiased estimator[35]. In fact, for a˜ ∈ [K]
E[y¯a˜ ] =
E[∑i ∈[−I ] E[y |xi , a˜)]E[1{ai=a˜ }]/p(xi , a˜])∑
i ∈[−I ] E[1{ai=a˜ }]/p(xi , a˜)]
=
E[∑i ∈[−I ] E[y |xi , a˜]]
I
=
∑
x ∈X
P[x]E[y |x , a˜] = E[y¯a˜ ].
The second equation holds because the probability that we observe
the action a˜ is E[1{ai=a˜ }] which is the propensity score p(xi , a˜).
The last equation is because the expectation for data item i is taken
over the contexts x .
According to Chernoff-Hoeffding bound [22], we have
Lemma 9. If X1,X2, . . . ,Xn are independent random variables
and Ai ≤ Xi ≤ Bi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,n), we have the following bounds for
the sum X =
∑n
i=1 Xi :
P[X ≤ E[X ] − δ ] ≤ e−
2δ 2∑n
i=1(Bi −Ai )2 .
P[X ≥ E[X ] + δ ] ≤ e−
2δ 2∑n
i=1(Bi −Ai )2 .
In our case to estimate the outcome for an action a, we have
Xi = yi
1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )∑
i∈[−I ] 1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )
, andX =
∑
i ∈[−I ] Xi = y¯a . Hence the
constants Ai = 0, Bi =
1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )∑
i∈[−I ] 1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )
. Therefore, we have
P[|y¯a − E[y |a]| ≥ δ ]
≤2e
− 2δ 2∑
i∈[−I ]
(
1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )∑
i∈[−I ] 1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )
)2
=2e
− 2δ 2∑
i∈[−I ]
(
1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )
)2(∑
i∈[−I ] 1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )
)2
=2e
−2δ 2
(∑
i∈[−I ] 1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )
)2
∑
i∈[−I ]
(
1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )
)2
We compare it with the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound used in the UCB
algorithm[6]. When we have na online samples of arm a,
P[|y¯a − E[y |a]| ≥ δ ] ≤ 2e−2naδ 2 .
By this comparison, we let n = N̂a and we will get the same bound.
Now, we show that by using these ⌊N̂a⌋ samples from logged
data, the online bandit UCB oracle will always have a tighter bound
than that for ⌊N̂a⌋ i.i.d. samples from the online environment.
In the online phase, let the number of times to play the action a to
beTa . For the offline samples, letXi=yi
1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )∑
i∈[−I ] 1{ai =a}/p(xi ,ai )
N̂a
N̂a+Ta
.
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For the online samples, let X t=yt 1N̂a+Ta
. Let us consider the se-
quence {X1, . . . ,XI ,X 1, . . . ,XTa }. Now,X = ∑i ∈[−I ] Xi+∑t ∈[Ta ] X t .
Then, we have E[X ] = E[y |a], and 0 ≤ Xi ≤ N̂aN̂a+Ta Bi (i ∈ [−I ]),
0 ≤ X t ≤ 1
N̂a+Ta
. In addition, we have(
N̂a
N̂a +Ta
)2 ∑
i ∈[−I ]
(
1{ai=a }/p(xi ,ai )
)2∑
i ∈[−I ] 1{ai=a }/p(xi ,ai )
+
∑
t ∈[Ta ]
(
1
N̂a +Ta
)2
=
(
N̂a
N̂a +Ta
)2 (
1
N̂a
)
+
Ta
(N̂a +Ta )2
=
1
N̂a +Ta
.
Therefore,
P[y¯a ≤ E[y |a] − δ ] ≤ e−2δ 2(N̂a+Ta ),
P[y¯a ≥ E[y |a] + δ ] ≤ e−2δ 2(N̂a+Ta ).
In other words, when we haveTa online samples of an action a, the
confidence interval is as if we have Ta + N̂a total samples for the
bandit oracle. Then, the regret bound reduces to the case where we
have N̂a offline samples for arm a that do not have contexts. □
A.3 Regret bounds for contextual algorithms
For the contextual case, we first analyze the linear-model-based
algorithm A4, and then analyze the forest-based algorithm A5.
A3: linear regression + LinUCB. For this linear-model-based
algorithm, we first consider the problem-dependent regret bound
(which is in ourmain paper) and then consider a problem-independent
regret bound (which is NOT in our main paper).
Theorem7 (Linear regression +LinUCB, problemdependent).
Assumptions 1, 2, 3 hold. In addition, the rewards satisfy the linear
model in (2). Suppose offline evaluator returns a sequence {yi }Ni=1
w.r.t. {(xi ,ai )}Ni=1. LetVN≜
∑
i ∈[N ] xix ′i , L≜maxt ≤T {| |xt | |2}. Sup-
pose the outcome is bounded in [0, 1]. Then
R(T ,A4) ≤ 8d(1 + 2 ln(T ))
∆min
d log(1 + κ) + 1,
where κ=TL2/λmin(VN ). In particular, when the smallest eigenvalue
λmin(VN )≥(1/2+ ln(T ))TL2, the regret is bounded by 16d2/∆min+1.
Proof. We will first show a high-probability bound, i.e. with prob-
ability at least 1 − δ , the cummulative regret has the bound
R(T ,A4) ≤ 4βN+T (δ )
∆min
d log(1 + κ)
when the parameters {βt }Tt=1 ensure the confidence bound in each
time slot.
Recall that the contexts of samples returned by the offline evalu-
ator are x−1,x−2, . . . ,x−N . We denote rt ≜ maxa∈[K ] E[yt |xt ,a]−
E[yt |xt ,at ] as the pseudo-regret in time slot t . Recall that βt (δ ) is
the parameter βt in the t th time slot, and the δ is to emphasize that
it is a function of δ . From the proof for the problem-independent
bound in paper[1], we know
∑T
t=1 rt ≤ 4βN+T (δ )∆min log
detVT
detVN . The
following is to bound log detVN+TdetVN . We have the following lemma.
Lemma 10. Let κ = T L2λmin(VN ) , then (1 + κ)VN ≽ VT+N .
Proof. We first consider the case where all the data samples are
returned before the first online phase start. Denote the V matrix
in the online time slot t after using the logged data as VN+t . Note
thatVT+N = VN +
∑T
t=1 xtx
′
t . Thus the above lemma is equivalent
to
∑T
t=1 xN+tx
′
N+t≼κVN . Here, we use x
′ to denote the transpose
of x (to avoid using “xT ” with the confusing T ). The positive semi-
definiteness means that for any x where | |x | |2=1, we want to have
x ′
( T∑
t=1
xtx
′
t
)
x≤κx ′VN x . (21)
In fact x ′
(∑T
t=1 xtx
′
t
)
x ≤ TL2, because L is the maximum 2-norm
of xt . In addition, x ′VN x ≥ λmin(VN ). Hence, we always have (21)
for ∀x . Hence we proved the above lemma. □
We have detA ≤ detB if A ≼ B. Hence,
detVT+N ≤ det(1 + κ)VN = (1 + κ)ddetVN .
Then, log detVN+TdetVN ≤ d log(1 + κ), which leads to our Theorem.
Now, we set βt (δ ) = 2d(1 + 2 ln(1/δ )), and the parameter is in
the confidence ball with probability at least 1 − δ . Moreover, we set
δ = 1/T . Then, the regret in each time slot can be divided into two
parts: (1) the δ probability part (summing up to at most 1, because
the outcome is bounded); and (2) the 1−δ probability part (summing
up to at most 8d (1+2 ln(T ))∆min d log(1 + κ)). Therefore, the expected
cumulative reward has an upper bound 8d (1+2 ln(T ))∆min d log(1 + κ)+1.
□
Causal forest. Now, we analyze the causal forest algorithm. The
analysis is from the confidence bound from Wager and Athey’s
paper[37][4] on the causal forest.
We first consider the asymptotic regret bound for the online
version of the causal forest algorithm. In this case, we do not know
the exact structure of the tree and the estimator is potentially biased.
In this case, analyzing the regret needs to deal with the bias-variance
tradeoff. Recall that in the causal forest algorithm, we use the ϵ-
decreasing exploration strategy. Note that our following analysis
is for the ϵ-greedy-causal-forest online oracle which only uses the
online feedbacks (not the algorithm that uses both data sources).
Theorem8 (ϵ-greedy-causal-forest, asymptotic). Assumptions 1,
2, 3 hold. The logged data satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 in
paper[37]. In particular, the tree-predictors are α-regular, i.e. “each
split leaves at least a fraction α≤0.5 of the available training exam-
ples on each side.” When the exploration probability ϵt=t−1/2(1−β ),
with no logged data, the asymptotic regret (for any small ξ>0)
limT→+∞ R(T ,A5)/T (2+ξ )/(3−β ) < +∞
where β=1− 2A2+3A andA= πd
log((1−α )−1)
log(α−1) . Hence limT→+∞R(T ,A5)/T=0.
Proof. As a first step, we consider a fixed ϵ = T
1
2 (β−1) in all rounds,
which depends on the number of time slots T . This corresponds to
the setting where the decision maker knows the number of rounds
in the beginning. For this case, we have the following lemma
Lemma 11. Consider the same conditions as that in Theorem 8.
But we set ϵt = ϵ = T−
A
2+3A as a constant in all the rounds. Then for
β=1− 2A2+3A , we have the same asymptotic regret (for any small ξ>0)
limT→+∞ R(T ,A5)/T (2+ξ )/(3−β ) < +∞.
Proof. The following proofs extend the results of paper[37] to an
online setting. The general idea is to use the “asymptotic unbiased”
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and “asymptotic Gaussian” property of causal forest provided that
the exploration probability ϵ is high enough. The parameter β
balances the bias and variance, and the parameter ϵ balances the
exploration probability and the convergence for bias and variance.
The decision maker’s regret depends on the bias, variance and
exploration probability. By setting β and ϵ to appropriate values,
we can achieve optimal rate of regret increment.
The results in paper[37] requires β ∈
(
1−(1+ dπ
log(α−1)
log((1−α )−1) )−1, 1
)
.
Namely, β ∈ ( 1A+1 , 1). In fact, our choice of β = 1 − 2A2+3A > 1A+1
satisfy this condition (one can see 1− 2A2+3A > 1− AA+1 whenA > 0).
Let µ(x ,a) ≜ E[y |x ,a] denote the expected outcome of action a
under the context x , and let µˆ(x ,a) denote its estimated value by
causal forest. We use τ (x) to denote the expected “treatment effect”
µ(x , 1) − µ(x , 0). We use τˆ (x) to denotes the estimated treatment
effect by the causal forest. To help the readers find corresponding
theorems in paper[37], we consider the treatment effect τ (x) to
present the analysis on bias and variance. One can apply the results
on τ (x) to µ(x ,a), since we can set y |(x ,0) = 0 and τ (x) and in this
case µ(x , 1) = τ (x)2.
First, we consider the bias of the causal forest estimator. Accord-
ing to the proof of Theorem 11 in paper[37], we have for some
constantM , the bias is bounded by
|E[τˆ (x)] − τ (x)| ≲ 2Md
( εs
2k − 1
)− 12 log((1−α )−1)log(α−1) πd
where s ≜ nβ , and f (s) ≲ д(s) if lims→+∞ f (s)д(s) . It means that there
exists an integer N1 > 0 and a constant C1 > 0, such that for any
n ≥ N1 (and s is a function of n), we have
|E[τˆ (x)] − τ (x)| ≤ C12Md
( εs
2k − 1
)− 12 log((1−α )−1)log(α−1) πd . (22)
Second, we analyze the variance of the estimator. We have the an
asymptoticly normal results by Theorem 11 (and Theorem 8) that
E[τˆ (x )]−τˆ (x )
σn (x ) =⇒ N(0, 1). In particular, according to the proof
of Theorem 8 in paper[37], σn (x)2 ≤ snVar [T ] where Var [T ] is
finite. Therefore, we have a sharper confidence bound based on the
Gaussian distribution. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 12. There exists a N2 > 0, such that for any n > N2, we
have for any δ > 0
P[|τˆ (x) − E[τˆ (x)]| ≤ σn (x)δ ] ≥ 1 − 12e
−δ 2/2. (23)
In addition, |τˆ (x)−τ (x)| ≤ |τˆ (x)−E[τˆ (x)]|+ |E[τˆ (x)]−τ (x)|.Now
we combine (22) and (23). When n > max{N1,N2}, with probability
at least 1 − 12e−δ
2/2, we have
|τˆ (x) − τ (x)| ≤ σn (x)δ + 2Md
( εs
2k − 1
)− 12 log((1−α )−1)log(α−1) πd .
For the outcome of each action, we replace τ with µ and we get
|µˆ(x ,a) − µ(x ,a)| ≤ σn (x)δ + 2Md
( εs
2k − 1
)− 12 log((1−α )−1)log(α−1) πd . (24)
2The proofs of paper[37] analyzes the estimation µˆ(x , a) directly, although their
theorems’ statements discuss the treatment effect.
In particular, with a probability at least 1 − e−δ 2/2, the regret in
round n for the online oracle
rn = µ(x ,a∗) − µ(x ,a)
=
(
µ(x ,a∗) − µˆ(x ,a∗)) − (µ(x ,a) − µˆ(x ,a)) + (µˆ(x ,a∗) − µˆ(x ,a))
≤ (µ(x ,a∗) − µˆ(x ,a∗)) − (µ(x ,a) − µˆ(x ,a))
≤| (µ(x ,a∗) − µˆ(x ,a∗)) | + | (µ(x ,a) − µˆ(x ,a)) |
≤2σn (x)δ + 4Md
( εs
2k − 1
)− 12 log((1−α )−1)log(α−1) πd .
We let δ0 = e−δ
2/2, then δ =
√
2 log(1/δ0). Suppose Var [T (x)]
is uniformly bounded by V (which is in the theorem’s condition),
then
rn ≤ 2
√
nβ−1V
√
2 log( 1
δ0
) + 4Md
( εs
2k − 1
)− 12 log((1−α )−1)log(α−1) πd + ε∆max
(25)
with probability at least 1 − δ0, where ∆max denotes the maximum
regret for choosing a sub-optimal action3. Recall that we denote
A =
log((1−α )−1)π
log(α−1)d . Now we denote ϵ0 = − A2+3A , ε = nϵ0 . One can
check that β = 1 − 2A2+3A = 1−Aϵ01+A . Then (25) can be rewritten as
rn ≤
(
2
√
V
√
2 log( 1
δ0
) + 4Md(2k − 1) 12A + ∆max
)
n−
A
2+3A . (26)
Here, we notice (εs)− 12A = n− 12A(β+ϵ0). Thus we set the parameters
so that each terms in (24) have the same exponent w.r.t. n:
1
2 (β − 1) = −
1
2A(β + ϵ0) = ϵ0 = −
A
2 + 3A
LetC3 =
(
2
√
V
√
2 log( 1δ0 ) + 4Md(2k − 1)
1
2A + ∆max
)
be a constant.
Then, we further denote p≜ 2+3AA >1 and by Hölder’s inequality,
R(T ,A5) =
T∑
n=1
rn ≤ T 1−1/pC3
( T∑
n=1
( rn
C3
)p
)1/p
= C3T
1− 1p (
T∑
n=1
1
n
) 1p
≤C3T 1−
1
p (logn) 1p ,
where the last inequality is because
∑T
n=1
1
n ≤ logn.
Now, we have the high-probability bound. We let δ0 = T−1/p ,
thenwe have limT→+∞ R(T ,A5) = O(T 1−
A
2+3A+ξ ) (or limT→+∞ R(T ,A5)T =
O(T− A2+3A+ξ )) for any small ξ > 0.
Finally, one can verify 1− A2+3A = 23−β . Then, we reach our claim
in the theorem that limT→+∞ R(T ,A5)/T (2+ξ )/(3−β ) < +∞, and
lim
T→+∞R(T ,A5)/T=0. Namely, we have shown that the asymptotic
regret is sub-linear which depends on the parameter α . □
Now, let us go back to our main proof. When in each time slot
t , we have a probability ϵt to draw a random action, the average
probability to randomly draw an action is comparable to the fixed
rate ϵ . It is formalized by the following lemma.
Lemma 13. We have the following bound for the sum of power
T 1−p ≤
T∑
t=1
t−p ≤ T 1−p log(T ), for some p ∈ (0, 1).
3For ∆max to exist, we have a mild assumption that the average rewards are bounded
for each actions.
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Applying to our case, we let p = −ϵ0, and
T 1+ϵ0 ≤
T∑
t=1
tϵ0 ≤ T 1+ϵ0 log(T ).
Proof. The left inequality is easy to show. As t−p decreases in t ,
T−p ≤ t−p for any t ≤ T , and thus∑Tt=1T−p ≤ ∑Tt=1 t−p . Now, we
show the right inequality. According to Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
(note that 1/p > 1),∑T
t=1 t
−p
T
≤
(∑T
t=1(t−p )1/p
T
)p
=
(∑T
t=1 t
−1
T
)p
≤
(
log(T )
T
)p
.
Then, we get the right inequality
∑T
t=1 t
−p ≤ T 1−p log(T ). □
As a consequence, we can see by using the decreasing exploration
rate ϵt , the expected number of times to do exploration is greater
than that for the uniform exploration rate. On the other hand, the
total cost of exploration increases less than a logarithmic factor
log(T ) (which is absorbed by any polynomial factor). Therefore,
the bound in Lemma 11 for the fixed ϵ still holds for the case
of time-decreasing {ϵt }Tt=1. Now, we complete the proof for the
Theorem. □
A.4 Dropping the ignorability assumption
We also consider that the offline causal inference algorithms pro-
duce biased estimators. Suppose the offline causal inference algo-
rithm has bias ∆ because we do not have the propensity score (or
the unconfoundedness condition).
Theorem6 (No ignorability). Assumptions 1, 2 hold. For a context-
independent algorithm A using the UCB oracle, suppose the offline
evaluator returns {yj }Nj=1 w.r.t. {(x j ,aj )}Nj=1. The bias of the average
outcome for actiona isδa≜(∑Nj=11{aj=a }yj )/(∑Nj=11{aj=a })−E[y |a].
Denote Na≜
∑N
j=1 1{aj=a } , and recall a
∗ is the optimal action. Then,
R(T , A)≤
∑
a,a∗
∆a
(
16 ln(Na+T )
∆2a
−2Na (1−max{0, δa−δa∗ }
∆a
)+(1+π
2
3 )
)
.
Proof. Let us consider the number of times that a sub-optimal
action is played, using the UCB online bandit oracle. Let us denote
the expected reward (or outcome) E[y |a] for an action a as µa . In
the tth online round, we make the wrong decision to play an action
a only if (µa∗ −µa )+
(
δa∗Na
Na+t −
δaNa
Na+t
)
< Ia − Ia∗ , where Ia is half of
the width of the confidence interval β
√
2 ln(n)
na for action a, where
na is the number of times that the online bandit oracle plays action
a and n =
∑
a∈[K ] na . In the following, we only need to consider
the case where δa − δa∗ ≥ 0. Otherwise, the offline data lets us
to have less probability to select the sub-optimal action, and thus
leads to a lower regret.
According to Chernoff bound, when we have
(Na + t)[∆a + Na
Na + t
(δa∗ − δa )]2 ≥ 8 ln(Na +T ), (27)
the violation probability will be very low. In fact, under (27)
P
[
(µa∗ − µa ) +
(
δa∗Na
Na + t
− δaNa
Na + t
)
< Ia − Ia∗
]
≤ t−4.
Then we can let la to be a number such that when t > la , the
inequality (27) is satisfied.
In fact, when we let la = ⌈16 ln(Na+T )∆2a +[Na (
2(δa−δa∗ )
∆a
−1)]−Na⌉,
(27) is satisfied. Therefore, the expected number of times that we
play an action a is less than
la +
T∑
t=1
t−4 ≤
(
16 ln(Na+T )
∆2a
−2Na (1−max{0,δa−δa
∗ }
∆a
)+(1+π
2
3 )
)
.
□
A.5 More analysis whose theorems are not in
the main paper
A.5.1 Linear-model-based algorithms. The following two the-
orems show more regret bounds on the linear-model-based algo-
rithmA4, which serve as the supplement of our main paper. In par-
ticular, we consider the more general problem-independent bound
in the following theorem.
Theorem 14 (Linear regression + LinUCB, problem-indepen-
dent). Suppose we have N offline data points. With probability at
least 1 − δ , the psuedo-regret
R(T ,A4) ≤
√
8(N +T )βn (δ ) log trace(V0) + (N +T )L
2
detV0
−
√
8βn (δ )min{1, | |x | |min} 2
L2
(√
1 + NL2 − 1
)
.
Here, βt (δ ) is a non-decreasing sequence and βt (δ ) ≥ 1, andL=| |x | |max.
One possible choice of βt is βt = 2d(1 + 2 ln(1 + δ )).
Proof. The proof follows the analytical framework of the paper[1].
Especially, this Theorem corresponds to the Theorem 3 in the
paper[1]. The proofs in papers[5][13] have similar ideas.
In particular, we consider that the offline samples have features
x−1,x−2, . . . ,x−N , and the online samples have featuresx1,x2, . . . ,xT .
To have a unified index system, we let xN+t ≜ xt for t ≥ 1.
Because we choose the “optimal” action in the online phase, we
have the pseudo-regret in time slot t is
rt ≤ 2
√
βt−1(δ )min{| |xN+t | |V −1N+t−1 , 1}.
Then, we have√
8βn (δ )
N∑
n=1
min{1, | |xn | |V −1n−1 } +
T∑
t=1
rt
≤
√
8(N +T )βn (δ ) log trace(V0) + (N +T )L
2
detV0
Here, we observe that
∑T
t=1 rt ≤
√
8(N +T )βn (δ ) log trace(V0)+(N+T )L
2
detV0 −√
8βn (δ )∑Nn=1 min{1, | |xn | |V −1n−1 }. So we now give a lower bound
of the last term
√
8βn (δ )∑Nn=1 min{1, | |xn | |V −1n−1 }.
Here, | |x | |A =
√
xTAx ≥ √λmin(A)| |x | |2. We have the following
claim that λmin(V −1n ) ≥ 11+(n−1)L2 . This is because λmin(V −1n ) =
1/λmax(Vn ). In fact, for the symmetric matrices, we have
λmax(A + B) ≤ λmax(A) + λmax(B).
Wehave λmax(I ) = 1, and λmax(xxT ) = | |x | |22 . Therefore, λmax(Vn−1) ≤
1+ | |x1 | |22 + . . .+ | |xn−1 | |22 ≤ 1+ (n− 1)| |x | |2max, where we consider
| |xi | |22 ≤ ||x | |2max for i ∈ [n]. Also, we consider | |xi | |22 ≥ ||x | |2min for
i ∈ [n].
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Let L = | |x | |max. Then,
N∑
n=1
min{1, | |xn | |V −1n−1 } ≥
N∑
n=1
min{1, | |x | |min
√
1
1 + (n − 1)L2 }
≥min{1, | |x | |min}
N∑
n=1
√
1
1 + (n − 1)L2
≥min{1, | |x | |min}
N∑
n=1
2
L2
(√
1 + nL2 −
√
1 + (n − 1)L2
)
=min{1, | |x | |min} 2
L2
(√
1 + NL2 − 1
)
.
Hence, we have the final bound of regret
T∑
t=1
rt ≤
√
8(N +T )βn (δ ) log trace(V0) + (N +T )L
2
detV0
−
√
8βn (δ )min{1, | |x | |min} 2
L2
(√
1 + NL2 − 1
)
.
□
Compared with the previous regret bound without offline data,
the regret bound changes fromO(√T ) toO(√N +T )−Ω(√N ). From
the view of regret-bound, using offline data does not bring us a
large amount of regret-reduction.
We now show a better bound for the problem-dependent case.
This corresponds to section 5.2 of the paper[1]. Let ∆t be the “gap”
at step t as defined in the paper of Dani et al.[14]. Intuitively, ∆t
is the difference between the rewards of the best and the “second
best” action in the decision set Dt . We consider the samllest gap
∆¯n = min1≤t ≤n ∆t .
Theorem 15. Suppose the random error ηt is conditionally R-sub-
Gaussian where R ≥ 0 is a fixed constant. Assume that λ ≥ 1 and
| |θ∗ | |2 ≤ S where S ≥ 1. With probability at least 1 − δ , the regret
R¯(T )≤ 4βN+T (δ )
∆¯
(
log trace(V0) + (N +T )L
2
detV0
− | |x | |
2
min
L2
log(1+(N−1)L2)
)
Proof. We again consider to add extra terms related to | |xn | |V −1n−1 .
N∑
n=1
4βN+T (δ )
∆¯
| |xn | |2V −1t−1 +
T∑
t=1
rt ≤ 8βN+T (δ ) log detVN+T
detV0
≤ 4βN+T (δ )
∆¯
d log v0 + (N +T )L
2
ddet1/dV0
We also have the bound that
N∑
n=1
| |xn | |2V −1t−1 ≥
N∑
n=1
| |x | |2min
1
1 + (n − 1)L2
> | |x | |2min
∫ N+1
1
1
1 + (x − 1)L2dx =
| |x | |2min
L2
log(1 + (N − 1)L2).
Therefore, the pseudo-regret has the bound
T∑
t=1
rt ≤ 4βN+T (δ )
∆¯
(
log trace(V0)+(N+T )L
2
detV0
− | |x | |
2
min
L2
log(1+(N−1)L2)
)
□
When | |X | |min = L, the pseudo-regret is O(log(T )) when the
number of offline data N is proportional to the number of online
rounds, which is better than the previous upper bound O(log).
A.5.2 Causal forest algorithms. Then, for the special casewhere
the structure the of random forest is known, we analyze the regret.
This case could be regarded as the parametric case because the
structure of the tree is already known and the only unknown part
is the parameters in the forest. Then, the problem reduces to a
parametric-estimation problem. Suppose there are B trees in the
random forest.
Definition 1. We say the forest estimator {T1, . . . ,TB } is unbiased,
if for each possible context and action x ∈ X and a ∈ [K], we have
E[f (x ,a)] = 1B
∑B
b=1Tb (x ,a).
Theorem 16 (ϵ-greedy causal forest, problem independent).
Suppose Yi ∈ [0, 1] is bounded. For the forest estimator {T1, . . . ,TB }
which is unbiased, we have the following regret bound.
R¯T ≤
√
2
B
√√
log( 1
δ
)T
B∑
b
K |Lb | (1 + log(T ))
Proof. Let us use N t (Lb (x),a) to denote the number of times that
the leaf L(x) and action a is selected in the tree Tb . The estimator
regarding to the samples is
µˆ(x ,a) = 1
B
B∑
b=1
1
|{i : Ai = a,Xi ∈ Lb (x)}|
∑
{i :Ai=a,Xi ∈Lb (x )}
Yi .
One can see that the estimated outcome is a weighted sum of the
samples. Here, theweight of sample i is 1B
∑B
b=1 1{Ai=a,Xi ∈Lb (x )}
1
N (Lb (x ),a) .
The sample value is a function of the context x and the action a,
and therefore each sample values are independent given the x and
a. Then, by Hoeffding bound (we have n offline samples)
P[|E[µˆ(x ,a)] − µˆ(x ,a)| ≥ ε] ≤ e
− 2ε2∑n
i=1
(
1
B
∑B
b=1 1{Ai =a,Xi ∈Lb (x )}
1
N (Lb (x ),a)
)2
.
Let δ = e
− 2ε
2
t∑n
i=1
(
1
B
∑B
b=1 1{Ai =at ,Xi ∈Lb (xt )}
1
Nt (Lb (xt ),at )
)2
, then
εt =
1
B
√√
log( 1
δ
)
∑n
i=1
(∑B
b=1 1{Ai=at ,Xi ∈Lb (xt )}
1
Nt (Lb (xt ),at )
)2
2 .
It means that with probability at least 1 − δ , the regret in time t is
less than rt ≤ 2εt .
The total regret
T∑
t=1
rt ≤
√√
T
T∑
t=1
r2t
=
2
B
√√√
T
T∑
t=1
log( 1
δ
)
∑t−1
i=1
(∑B
b=1 1{Ai=at ,Xi ∈Lb (xt )}
1
Nt (Lb (xt ),at )
)2
2
≤ 2
B
√√√
T
T∑
t=1
log( 1
δ
)
∑t−1
i=1 B
∑B
b=1
(
1{Ai=at ,Xi ∈Lb (xt )}
1
Nt (Lb (xt ),at )
)2
2
=
√
2
B
√√
T
T∑
t=1
log( 1
δ
)
B∑
b=1
t−1∑
i=1
(
1{Ai=at ,Xi ∈Lb (xt )}
1
Nt (Lb (xt ),at )
)2
Let us now consider the specific quantity
T∑
t=1
t−1∑
i=1
(
1{Ai=at ,Xi ∈Lb (xt )}
1
Nt (Lb (xt ),at )
)2
.
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Note that Nt (Lb (xt ),at ) =
∑t−1
i=1 1{Ai=at ,Xi ∈Lb (xt )} , so
T∑
t=1
t−1∑
i=1
(
1{Ai=at ,Xi ∈Lb (xt )}
1
Nt (Lb (xt ),at )
)2
=
T∑
t=1
1
Nt (Lb (xt ),at )
=
∑
L∈Lb
∑
a∈[K ]
(
1 + 12 + · · · +
1
NT (L,a)
)
≤
∑
L∈Lb
∑
a∈[K ]
(1 + log(NT (L,a))) ≤
∑
L∈Lb
∑
a∈[K ]
(1 + log(T ))
=K |Lb | (1 + log(T )) .
Therefore, the regret
T∑
t=1
rt ≤
√
2
B
√√
log( 1
δ
)T
B∑
b
K |Lb | (1 + log(T )).
Let δ = 1/T , then we have the problem independent cumulative
regret is of orderO(√T logT ). Surely, the regret bound also depends
on how fast the bias term decreas. □
Theorem 17 (UCB causal forest, problem-dependent). Sup-
pose the minimum reward gap is ∆min, then with probability 1 − δ
the cumulative regret
T∑
t=1
rt ≤ 2
B∆2min
log( 1
δ
)K |Lb |
π 2
6 .
Specailly, when we set δ = 1/T , the
R(T ,A5) ≤ 2
B∆2min
log(T )K |Lb |
π 2
6 .
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the previous theorem.
We’ve tried to emulate the finite-time analysis on the UCB al-
gorithm. The problem is that the confidence bound depends on
more than one counters. Therefore, one cannot use the value of
one counter as the threshold to decide whether we should use the
tail probability.
Maybe we can try this direction, using the property that when
2ε ≤ ∆min, the error is 0.
We have
T∑
t=1
rt ≤
T∑
t=1
r3t
∆2min
≤ 2
B∆2min
T∑
t=1
log( 1
δ
)
B∑
b=1
t−1∑
i=1
(
1{Ai=at ,Xi ∈Lb (xt )}
1
Nt (Lb (xt ),at )
)3
(≤ 1 + 1
22
+ . . . +
1
N 2T (L,a)
≤ π
2
6 )
≤ 2
B∆2min
log( 1
δ
)K |Lb |
π 2
6 .
□
Theorem 18. Suppose using the offline data, we have the initializa-
tion such that we have N˜ (Lb ,a) data points for the tree leaf Lb in the
tree b and action a. Then, we have
T∑
t=1
rt ≤ 2
B∆min
log( 1
δ
)
∑
Lb ∈Lb
∑
a∈[K ]
(1 + log(T + N˜ (Lb ,a)
N˜ (Lb ,a)
)).
Proof. We just use the previous proof on the regret bound for the
structured-forest. The only difference is that for the
∑T
t=1
1
Nt (Lb (xt ),at )
term, we start from N˜ (Lb ,a) and end before T + N˜ (Lb ,a). □
We can see that the regret bound for the structured-forest algo-
rithm is similar to the regret bound for the contextual linear bandit
problem.
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